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Elite Controllers/IBC
MUST HAVE A WAR
Can’t you see it now, “THE GOODLY
COMPANY, LTD., We serve patience.”?
And, yes, Lester, YOU need rest. When
Mother gets to the point of inability to function,
both of you will be far better off if she is cared
for in a nice home where her comfort can be
assured. We (that means YOU) must be prepared
for “departure”—for when the systems begin to
shut down, especially the mind, know that that
mind has already made its decisions for self.)
There will be plenty of work left waiting for you.
We have to work around the brotherhood of Great
Britain and that simply is the way of it. Evil can only
impact our beings as we ALLOW it to do so. We have
no right to, nor can we, make choices for another.

language involved in the document shared that I would
not even wish it run in order to protect the paper itself.
9/22/01—#2 (15-037)
It has no identification of “sender” as such and promises
good things beyond which there is no program which
RE: LEGAL RAMIFICATIONS OF CARELESSNESS
can produce such return—as is structured at present.
Moreover, to threaten any with negative outcome “if
Hatonn— Let me first acknowledge a few
they don’t, per the White Knights” is legal fodder. WE
people and things: starting with Lester K, New
would not be of any such White Knights or other such
Zealand. Know, son, that we hear your petitions
organizations. Ours is possibly a “white brotherhood”
and your best wishes. Remember that it is always
but this smacks of things fomenting with V.K. Durham’s
better for MAN to stop the insanity and not simply
flock of “Doves”. You see, it is based on something for
have God to somehow interrupt evil.
nothing, basically, and it SHOULD NOT work well.
Good comes out of everything—even if you
cannot always see it instantly, and the evil of Sept.
I have warned you over and over again
11 will be no exception.
about getting listed with any groupie, readers.
Yes, indeed, you want to heal the world and
And THIS is why you will be very glad that
put things to right. However, until we have better
anything with us was legal and never other
interchange it would all be to naught, as the
TAKING THE LEGAL POSITION
than a lending circumstances of a non-personal
snatchers of bodies and souls would grab more
nature. We have not now, or ever, had any
quickly than any can provide. I know that
Now to Jerry C.: Thank you for sharing the more cult, group, church or other club.
“patience” has become the dirty word of our recent receivings from the organization I will leave
The party writing the threats is recognized as “Dove
goodly company but must remain our motto.
unnamed. I do that for a very good reason of which of Oneness”? Is that identification? People, wake up
YOU may very well be aware.
and be very careful. The subject we have not named is
There is so much threatening
(Continued on page 2)
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not even viable for reference.
Mainly, however, I caution EVERYONE to be
very careful about being in ANY organization
which cannot produce according to a well-planned
and supported program.
This certainly is NOT to put down ANYONE; I just
ask that everyone be very cautious for, as structured, it
can’t and won’t work out very well. Sorry.
Moreover, WE must work our way through
this maze of terror, clean, clear, and with totally
workable, transparent, interchange and flow. This
is why we WELCOME all anti-laundering of money
laws—the more stringent the better!
***
Let’s look at a few items of the day and you will
find the confusion frothing over the cuptop.
The FBI has again blown their jobs and
arrested people, blamed people internationally, who
frankly are still very much alive and totally
uninvolved in any attack of any kind.
Next let us look to just the news floating on
CNN: There was obviously INSIDER knowledge
and trading in the brokerage houses—PROVEN as
to some like Morgan Stanley.
The tracing of these so-called terrorists accounts and
money-flow systems will uncover a lot more than the
Elite are going to enjoy being made public. There was
heavy selling of Airline stocks freeing up a LOT of
money BEFORE there was a bombing—like a couple of
days before. And again I ask: Where are all those Elite
bodies which should have housed themselves during
office hours in the Twin Towers?
By the way, those towers would have come down
on the 11 th EVEN HAD THERE BEEN NO AIR
STRIKES TO HIDE BEHIND, AND THAT COULD
NOT HAVE BEEN THE WORK OF ARAB ALIENS.
The Elite controllers and IBC HAVE TO HAVE
A WAR—as is always the case when things are too
bad to fix otherwise. FOLLOW THE MONEY!
Bush said all the right things—for Americans. His
speech did not go over very big otherwise. Revenge is
not OF GOD! Be careful what you put into your own
heart and soul, lest it destroy you in your lack of selfdiscipline and lack of self-guidance while claiming
Godliness and things in “God’s” name. God doesn’t go
around deading or aliving anyone, including Osama bin
Laden. This time YOU are the invaders—again.
But America was bombed? Really? By whom
were you bombed? Are you SURE? Who do you
go kill, kill, kill? Well, let’s start with the sure
kills—YOUR MILITARY CHILDREN!
Which ones of you parents want the target drawn
on your child’s back, front and sideways—while
Kissinger sits on the King’s throne directing traffic?
The one in highest charge is THE one who
managed the drug trade in the Golden Triangle (for
the Bush CIA) and then moved to the Golden
Crescent to oversee those operations—and now he
is second only to “Sir” Colin Powell. Oh, my.
Yes, indeed, continue to pray and who knows,
wisdom may yet strike, for you who pray in
sincerity are heard while the false and pious lies are
considered equally carefully if not so positively
received. GOD TOO HAS A PLAN 2000 AND
THAT MEANS HE HAS A THOUSAND YEARS TO
ACCOMPLISH IT. THE “OTHER” GUYS ONLY
GAVE THEMSELVES TO 2002.
Some other pending things may well yet get
accomplished for which some of our own people

have prayed, waited and invested self and funds—as
the Elite start to clean up more of the trails and try
to cover their dirty deeds and soiled underwear.
The biggest money launderers are, in fact,
the most outspoken BANKS. People doing honest
business don’t mind money-protection laws—but
the IBC certainly does. I suggest you go watch
Mr. Gramm in any circumstance where moneylaundering laws are in play in Congress.
And lack of privacy of even your own person?
Are you SURE you don’t like a crackdown of
hijackers on your airliners—especially the one you
plan to fly? Basically, if you have no plans for
“beating the system” somehow, you are going to
find personal security a most welcome feeling.
If you plan to stand on your stoop with two
oozies, I suggest you get ready for problems. The
Big Boys can terrorize beyond belief—even if they
are only there to check on your vitamin shelf. And
if you think the speed laws are too tight—change
the laws, not increase your speed.
If a type of smoke or snort is unlawfull—DON’T
DO IT! It’s really not very good for you anyway.
Now, for selfish grabbers—they deserve to lose
that which they intended to grab. Greed is not of
God and admits corruption in some places and
absolute corruption in others.
Why would I even refer to the sham above as
in the Dove as possibly being somehow associated
with V.K. Durham? Because, if it isn’t, it is even
WORSE. The “asset” is the only thing around big
enough to even consider a possible good outcome.
We LIMIT that which is available—AND IT IS
WITHIN REASON, LOGIC AND HONORABLE.
There is nothing worthy about trying to grab the pot
of gold at the end of any rainbow. It IS not only
honorable but feasible to USE the gold in the pot for
the rainbow of people around the globe who do not
claim the “rays” of that rainbow as their own
possession of some kind but as their claim to God.
Satan must have a lot of bedfellows—GOD
CAN STAND ALONE, FOR HE ENCOMPASSES
US EACH AND ALL.
By the way, my friends will remember, the song
Amazing Grace is a lovely tune but the second line is
“... saved a wretch like me...”. I objected then and
I object now: YOU ARE NOT A WRETCH, FOR
YOU ARE THE PERFECT CREATION OF GOD.
STOP THE INSULTING OF GOD.
God is amazing in Grace, but so too are YOU.
HE has gifted you with that wondrous miracle.
Can we make it through these dark days lit only
by the fires of shattered buildings? Of course, we
are just getting started. You are far greater than
you seem to think.
I do suggest you stock up on some products that
you might wish to store for that rainy day. They won’t
go away but you are going to find something happening
as economically things worsen and drop out the bottom.
When the money supply dries up, you will have less
NEEDS for hospitalization, surgeries of various types—
and doctors will find themselves, along with the health
care administrators, needing funds to pay their Mercedes
bills. It happens every time there is a recession and
certainly every time there is a major depression.
My medical input? No, for goodness sakes—
NO. You might wish to consider a little stock of
vitamins perhaps for the days when the diet may
not be quite balanced.
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And what will you do when the chemtrails drop
viruses? Pray, I suppose, and hope God has
answered your earlier prayers.
Terror? World Trade Center? How about a
young mother coming out of her bathroom with a
towel on her just washed hair and two babies still
asleep to a gun in her face from Federal Troops
brought there by our own associates—so-claimed?
That same terror happened to at least four places as
those same miscreants had it all advance alerted for
publication. The crime? Distributing vitamin foodsupplements without a sign on the label that read “No
approved therapeutic value” or words to that effect.
And the ongoing terror? Oh, for years while the
lawyers play. So be it for this too, Diane, shall pass.
Terror, my friends, comes in all sizes and
shapes. And that is not from Osama bin Laden.
Well, God doesn’t have to consider forgiveness,
for it has no meaning—but HE never forgets even
the smallest sparrow.
Even the Elite approach to this new terror crashed
upon you is but MORE TERROR. You are just to go
back to your life as normal—if you have one—because
everything the Government(s) do to the world will be top
secret and you won’t even know where your sons and
daughters, et al., are headed—other than “East”, of
course. Well, from Manila that means “WEST”.
You are watching, yea, experiencing, a
magnificent Shakespearean Greek Tragedy-Comedy and
you have yet to realize whether you should laugh or
weep. Try both and see which makes you feel better
and then we will move right on forward while there are
so few other alternatives than what God as offered.
What really concerns the Elite controllers and
thieves is that when they are found-out, the
workers will find the new managers to be ever so
much more pleasant and fair. Oh, indeed, there are
good days ahead if you keep your eyes on the prize.
There are many that have served through
decades and have stayed the course against all
odds. We honor and salute you this day and pray
that the continuing days may produce the outcome
for which you have held the course. You are
blessed now in the lessons shared and learned so
that you may now trim the sails and pilot this ship.
And you will have done it without false identification or
taking from another that which was not yours.
This may all come down to retribution,
restitution and return of that which was sent forth.
Aren’t we glad that we have sent out goodness
even in the face of seeming desolation? It is
THAT which gives freedom in the face of terror.
Is this a “leap of faith”? No, for that would
indicate a lack of KNOWING. Think about it. And
know also that just around that corner unseen,
unknown, will be THE one, THE time and THE space.
I don’t want to write more right now. There is too
much input for the paper this week and I wanted to
acknowledge a couple of things, not the least of which
is Lester and his driving want to work with Rife
equipment. Son, there is so much beyond that
apparatus and there are other ways to see and hear
frequencies at work. It shall come to pass so that it
and you are safe and there will not be confiscation.
With love, light and peace unto each heart and
joy unto each soul I sign off now. Know, my little
birdlett hatchlings—YOU WILL FLY, so let’s keep
growing our feathers.—Ancient old Dad
dharma
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Identify The REAL Terrorists:
Discern The Truth, Logical Clues
NO-BRAINER: FOLLOW THE MONEY/CONTROL OF PEOPLE—WHO BENEFITS?
9/23/01—#1 (15-038)
RE:
NESARA (The National Economic
Stabilization and Recovery Act), MEMORY, ALL IS
ENDLESS, NOSTRADAMUS (Nostradame)
FALSE SPEAKERS OF MYSELF
AND MY COMPATRIOTS
Hatonn—Watch out, readers, for those FALSE
prophets, christs and speakers.
Notable ones in my name, Gyeorgos Ceres Hatonn
will come forth and put to press things like: “Good
morning my scribe, be at peace.”
NO, I COME IN THE LIGHT OF TRUTH AND
ACTION TO DO SOMETHING WITH YOU—AND I
WANT MY SCRIBE IN BALANCE, RECEIVING
CLEARANCE, AND NOT “RESTING IN PEACE” WHICH
INDICATES NO CONTROL OF SELF, MIND OR
ABILITY TO REASON OR THINK—JUST GET AT
PEACE WHEN YOU NEED TO BE GETTING INTO
CONTRIBUTION IN ACTION. THIS IS WHY WE
WORKED SO HARD FOR WELL OVER A DECADE—
SPECIFICALLY, SO OUR RECEIVERS WOULD NOT BE AT
SUCH “PEACE” AS TO OFFER MUSH WHEN YOU MUST
HAVE STAMINA TO PERFORM IN A BUSY WORLD.
Ah, BUT, most people do not want Truth, they
demand MUSH and, therefore, you become easily fed
on everything from garbage to Mad Cow feed.
(No, I jest not, in Japan the cow with Mad Cow was
used to make other feed for livestock. You would know as
much if you had anything other than chaos on CNN. Now,
what do you think of that? Oh, I see, “That’s Japan’s
problem, for today we must riot over terrorists.” WHAT IS,
EXACTLY, A TERRORIST ACT? Hummnnn.
IDENTIFICATION AND MISIDENTIFICATION
I only want to bring to your attention some very
nasty realizations.
The FBI brought forth pain and agony on
innocent families in MISidentification of players in the
bombings raids. This is known because it could not
be longer HIDDEN.
Next, look at this one: “Five Israelis detained...”. These
five were already set and photographing the Twin Trade
Towers when the planes HIT. And by golly they had
“stuff” which caused them to be arrested beyond just
having “puzzling behavior”. They had detonation
equipment in their satchel of photographic equipment.
The five were taken into custody by the FBI but
on Saturday were transferred to two prisons—in New
Jersey. What do YOU know about this?
What is known is that the five were in the States
without permits and were “illegally” residing in the U.S.
How is it that WRONG identifications can be set
forth for innocent citizens while these things are
BURIED? People, the consensus of all witnesses who
are engineers is that those towers were brought down in
a very sophisticated demolition project. Moreover, the
owner of the buildings is laughing and plans to rebuild
four towers—after he collects the insurance and can

structure, as soon and as quickly as possible,
architectural plans. You saw it for yourself—DIDN’T
YOU? And what is this wealthy man’s name? Silverstein.
You had better get with it. It is said that from 40,000
to 50,000 people worked in the towers. Even though
there is a large questionmark between 40,000 and 50,000,
perhaps it is no worse than the number between 6,333
and even 20,000. (???) And out of 6,333 only some 300
have been actually presented in body form?
And readers, WITH THIS IDIOTIC REASONING
you have sent your military OUT OF THE COUNTRY,
to a barren land yet, to kill “somebody”—if you can
figure out “who” to kill.
It is the “out of the country” that should catch your
attention. WHY HAS YOUR U.S. MILITARY POWER
BEEN REMOVED HALF A WORLD AWAY FOR SOME
KIND OF EMPTY REVENGE MANEUVER? IS IT
POSSIBLE, AT ALL, THAT THIS MAY WELL BE FAR
BIGGER THAN YOU ARE TOLD? WHO, EXACTLY,
SEEMS TO BE SET UP FOR THE DUCK-SHOOT?
“Can you Quack like a duck?” asks Mr. Rodgers in
your neighborhood. “I knew you could...”.
CAN WE MAKE A DIFFERENCE?
Better question is: Does anyone really give a damn?
And, no, I am NOT picking on Israel but some things
are now circulating and is it not pretty, readers. Out of
LONDON, Sept. 17 came: “Mossad officials traveled to
Washington last month TO WARN THE CIA AND THE FBI
THAT A CELL OF UP TO 200 TERRORISTS WAS
PLANNING A MAJOR OPERATION, ACCORDING TO A
REPORT IN THE SUNDAY TELEGRAPH here yesterday.
“The paper said the Israeli officials specifically warned
their counterparts in Washington that ‘large-scale terrorist
attacks on highly visible targets on the American mainland
were imminent.’ They offered no specific information about
targets, but they did link the plot to Afghanistan-based
terrorist Osama bin Laden, and they told the Americans there
were ‘strong grounds’ for suspecting Iraqi involvement.”
“A U.S. administration official told the paper that it was
‘quite credible’ that the CIA did not heed the Mossad
warning: ‘It has a history of being overcautious about Israeli
information.’ But the official noted that ‘if this is true, then
the refusal to take it seriously will mean heads will roll.’”
[H: Anyone want to bet?]
DOES ANYONE FEEL LIKE
A WIND-UP TOY ROBOT?
Of course you do. It is intended, however, that
you not recognize it though you ARE.
What you have going here are two facets of Satan
squaring off in Angel costumes. They don’t dare other
than call on God as a sham in their games. Satan can
proclaim himself God Creator of Light, Love and Truth—
until Hell actually freezes like an Arctic Winter and it
changes not the facts of the hoax itself. Moreover, he
will fool almost all of the people some of the time while
they plead to serve his cause. He will do this in THE
NAME OF GOD while failing to IDENTIFY HIMSELF and
will certainly say to his scribes: “Be at peace, my scribe.”

There are great and hidden dangers in the
rainbow (spectrum of rays), my children. Blindness
and deafness are among them.
Do you FEAR the reptilians from Orion? WHY? How
many have YOU met today? Yesterday? How about
tomorrow? How about those confounded “shape-shifters”?
Are there such things? You demand that I
somehow tell you the secrets and solve your
mysteries. THERE IS ANYTHING YOU CHOOSE TO
CREATE! MEANWHILE, you let the guilty and
dastardly culprits escape behind the shroud of your
ignorance while chasing ghosts, real or imagined.
And, yes, indeed, YOU DO WANT ME TO BE AS
ELUSIVE. Well, I’m not and therein lays the perhaps
boredom of it all. It is but a time of reminding you
that you KNOW what is going on here. Worse yet,
you can only conjure that which is REMEMBERED.
NO FUN?
You want to say to me that there is no fun in this
dull realization. Really? TRUTH is still so much more
incredibly outrageous than anything you have yet
come up with in your primitive experience. You
haven’t even made it past your agony and misery at
the hands of the negative manipulators. But you
have delivered yourselves into the manipulative
tentacles of the MIND CONTROLLERS.
Now PLEASE, think about this one for a minute, even
two if possible. How do you measure God’s presence in such
as the Trade Center where so many perished, are missing,
jumped or whatever happened that day in New York City?
WHERE WAS GOD?
It is all in YOUR perception and perspective—every
time. YOU have to come to grips with the impact ON YOU.
If your loved one escaped, is that not a wondrous act of
God? How about you if yours did not survive? Is that a
heinously unfair act of God? Neither, either or whatever
YOU choose. Why do you blame God for everything?
And, if a fireman saved someone that day—is that God? Is
that NOT God? See what conclusions you draw.
I will tell you one thing: A man will not go save
anyone in a burning holocaust fire where he is likely
to die IF HE DOES NOT HAVE GOODNESS IN HIS
HEART WHICH IS CONSIDERED GODLY. An evil man,
at soul, will not risk anything except FOR himself.
Satan showed HIS FACE—perhaps God has yet to
be recognized.
GOD, NOT RELIGION, is a great topic of the day where
each speaker espouses on his own perception of cause and
effect and some do very well, UNTIL they get to war. Is your
imagination so limited as to see no alternatives to WAR?
War is ONLY of man against other men. So, if YOUR
side wins, then surely God was with You. If your side doesn’t
win, then somehow God is blamed for not being on the job and
the other side must be some kind of radical scoundrels.
How DO you sort it? Well, let me offer just an opener
from a columnist offering his own perception today in the
paper: “God’s Word Today”, by Fr. Ruben M. Tanseco, S.J.
“’No servant can serve two masters. He will either hate
one and love the other, or be devoted to one and despise
the other. You cannot serve both God and mammon.’
(From today’s Gospel message, Luke 16: 1-13.
“Mammon is defined by the dictionary as ‘riches
regarded as an object of worship and greedy pursuit.’
Riches can mean material, political, and military riches.
Whatever money can buy. And all this can become
a ‘religion’ in itself. God is set aside in the name of
religion! It is in this context that we clearly recognize
the religion of the global terrorists, as well as the
religion of the World Trade Center and Pentagon.
“RELIGION OF THE TERRORISTS. In the name of
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religion, fanatic terrorists indiscriminately kill innocent
people, destroy property, and kill themselves in the process.
Their leaders fiercely indoctrinate them to believe that
such insidious, protracted ‘holy war’ is Allah’s will and
design for them and their national interests...”.
This goes on at length and certainly is worthy of
sharing but I want to point out something.
WHAT IF...?
Now, let us assume that this is true, which is not
established at all, and said fanatics killed in the name
of religion, even themselves.
How do you know that Bellringer and V.K. Durham
might not be correct, and clones and replicas are guilty.
Are the original people—whose documents and labels were
stolen—to end up guilty? How can you judge?
In your haste to revenge these “innocent” deaths
you plan now to go forth and kill even more innocent
people—who simply don’t LOOK like you. Facts are,
however, they are EXACTLY LIKE YOU. Now, whose
side should God abide and favor, death of the innocent
or death of the innocent? YOU WOULD HAVE GOD
SPILL BLOOD ON THE ALTAR OF MAMMON AND,
YES, INDEED, THAT IS EXACTLY WHAT I MEAN.
Worse yet, YOU allow the ones who ARE MAMMON
to make the decision for YOU to go kill the innocents and,
yes, indeed, on the basis of conjured CIRCUMSTANTIAL
“maybe so and maybe not” evidence. Certainly, Osama bin
Laden is not supernatural in that he could be in a cave in
Afghanistan AND in all four planes dive-bombing innocent
bystanders. YOU ARE BY YOUR IRRATIONALITY
TURNING THE MAN INTO A SPIRITUAL ENTITY OF
EXCEPTIONAL POWERS. YOU WILL BE VERY SORRY
FOR THAT ASSUMPTION. Bin Laden is NOT supernatural
but he is filled with love AND HATE. He CLAIMS to love
his people but hates with blindness everything goodly. He
is simply a life-sized reflection of YOU. BUT HE IS THE
ONE WHO BECAME THE RECOGNIZED REFLECTION
THROUGH YOUR ACTIVITIES AS BIRTHED, TRAINED
AND THEN MANIPULATED AS YOUR TOOLS AGAINST
OTHER NATIONS. First you call him Godly when he fought
WITH YOU against the Russians. Then you called him
TERRORIST of the worst kind when he fought for his own
people to rid him of your presence in HIS LANDS.
People, this IS the basis of HATE, not love. Now
you come forth and call them terrorists over
something he COULD NOT HAVE ACCOMPLISHED
and it is alright to murder him and ALL WITH HIM—
IN ANY NATION ANYWHERE ON THE GLOBE.
Is there something WRONG with this picture? Well,
MAMMON has served up a poison dish for your suppy—
again. It is based on BLOOD SACRIFICE, my chelas. YOURS.
Can you not even see the humor in this tail-wagging
posturing? You have just set up a scenario in which you
have sent your troops away and now anything can be
bombed, blown, burned or holocausted and you will blame
terrorists, specifically bin Laden, because it sold the first time
the absurd scene was run past your waiting, tear-filled eyes.
The gods of MAMMON have served you a near-death
blow—and perhaps you had best start watching for that light
at the end of this very dark tunnel covered over with flags.
You have to understand that the buildings must all
come down to hide evidence and your reaction had to be
instant while you were still in mourning robes in hate and
need for revenge. They had to do you in while you were
in shock and could not respond in sanity.
NESARA (The National Economic Stabilization
and Recover Act.)
I only wish to comment on this topic at this time, lest
this writing go on for a thousand hours. The “concept” of
the offering itself is superb, excellent, basic, and a structure
of “money” built on such concept would be exceptionally
positive. The FACTS are, however, that it is still a

“concept”. My hesitation to speak on the matter prior to
now is that there always come assumptions—by people who
wish to interpret, as I will refer to Nostradamus as example—
and then to jump both the gun and misrepresent the facts.
I have no exception to be taken with one, “Dove of
Oneness” other than the information offered on the subject
is INCORRECT and leaves an assumption that due to
NESARA the Twin Trade Towers were incinerated.
This would thus of necessity refer back to the
commercial controllers and thus would not (could not) be the
ones in the caves in Afghanistan—no matter how
“important” the man in point might be. Osama bin Laden
COULD NOT have done the deed.
America, with world in tow, will now bomb or let blood of
the most put-upon people on the globe—yea, yet in the name
of RELIGION, and a FALSE religion at that. The “religion” of
Osama bin Laden’s people is NOT ISLAM—but a FALSE
version as interpreted in the most heinous of all wrongdoing.
That does not, however, give RIGHT into oppression, murder
or REVENGE upon what will be found to be: innocent people
who have had no real choices but to do or die.
We are working as diligently as pressures allow to place
that foundation under such a program as “a” type of
“NESARA”. If you can’t have the sound value upon which
to proclaim your value in currency, you still have nothing.
YOUR GOLD HAS BEEN STOLEN, AMERICANS! YOUR
RECOGNIZED GOLD HAS BEEN STOLEN, FILIPINOS! YOU
GOLD HAS BEEN STOLEN, WORLD!
GOD’S gold, set against THIS day (and never mind the
END IS COMING propaganda) is still waiting honorable USE.
Will the holders (guardians in reality) bring it forth? Not
until the false claimants are set aside so that there can be
honor in exchange IN A CIRCUMSTANCE THAT EXISTS
AND NOT ONLY IN SOME DREAM OF LEVEL-0 grabber.
And, no, nobody has taken your gold off to some
distant Arcturas or Pleiades or fifth dimensional planet from
the Sun. A great abundance of it rests in facilities in the
Negeve Desert of Palestine, now Israel.
BASIS OF MONEY
The foundation upon which currency is today based,
get ready, is drugs. The method of pay-off is through
money laundering and banking interests which can shift
all that loot around the globe while exchanges were
allowed in payoffs or aid to such as Israel—IN CASH
WHICH LITERALLY MEANS “IN GOLD”. The U.S.
DOLLAR WAS SET AS THE BASIS OF EXCHANGE.
Now this is easy to understand. Therefore, with the
major industrial players, the Elite controllers, the
International Bankers (in trouble now)—who do YOU
think really blew up the Twin Trade Towers in New York?
FOLLOW THE MONEY. THE ELITE WILL NOT
LOSE, EVEN THE PRICE OF THE BUILDINGS IN POINT.
THEN THE ELITE-OWNED INDUSTRIES FROM
AIRLINES TO HOTELS, INSURANCE TO HEALTH
CARE WILL BE SHORED UP ENOUGH THAT THE
BASTARDS IN GUILT WILL “MAKE” MORE MONEY.
There is no LIMIT to that which the Fed can
PRINT, so don’t fall prey to silly announcements that
somehow things are really BAD for the Stock Market
crowd. It is only bad for YOU, little citizen.
When the flags stop waving and your tears stop
flowing for New York and start flowing for the carnage
of your own sons and daughters in a foreign land—
killing innocent people—you will awaken to find that
you WILL PERCEIVE that GOD has betrayed you. No,
you have betrayed—to the best of your ability—GOD.
Americans, KNOW, that your rendition of “God” as a
deity was labeled “Allah” and even before that, “Aton”, just
to name three (names, that is), for there is only ONE.
What you want and will get undoubtedly is
another Lawrence of Arabia. So be it, I’m sure that
someone will accommodate you.
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FAIR WAR?

War is never “fair” and today is less “fair” than ever
yet in the history of MAN. For a quarter century or more,
you have in the Elite warehouses that which can see
through the ground and right into caves. Only the ones
DESIGNATED TO DIE will die—and note who that IS. In
other words “The Crown” will prevail if man doesn’t awaken
and start setting your world to order. And, no, NESARA
won’t do a thing—for who shall enforce such an “Act”? So
far, there is not even a co-sponsor for the “Act” itself.
Will you go back to the dark ages? That depends on
what you accomplish as to knocking out technology.
You cannot function as a society without your TOYS.
You can’t even adequately add or subtract your bank
account statements. Furthermore, take out electricity and
you have NOTHING. You have done it before and so help
you, you appear to be hell-bent on doing it again.
I only hope you will study well the concepts of this
“NESARA” but watch your backsides and just HOW are you
going to fund such programs? When you confront that, then
perhaps you will look more gently upon our humble beings.
Yes, paper CAN “represent” something else, for it is
certainly a benign and neutral thing for use. However, if
you have no solid value upon which to BASE a “certificate”,
you have nothing better than the bits of paper upon
which someone puts symbols and ink.
Where are you going to get THAT wealth? From the
middle of the Negeve Desert now protected with ATOMIC
warheads? Do you really wonder where and what is the Arc
for which you search and the Pandora’s box of civilization—
try that facility in the Negeve Desert—for when that is
opened a thousand plagues will dump on you.
Why can’t we open the gifts of GOD wherein a
thousand goodnesses will pass unto you? Ponder it.
NOTHING ENDS,
FOR THERE IS ONLY PERCEPTION
No thing and nothing can end once experienced in
mind or expression.
MEMORY
Everything is placed into memory and thus even
if there is a recognized conclusion to a given “thing”,
it is never erased from the record journals of
whatever method you use for scribing events.
With that in mind may we please look at the hype
of the moment (today) where the only thing you can
see is the RESULTS of some thought placed into
action or physical event.
Let us look deeper into prophets and perceptions in
which there is one getting big play today: Nostradamus.
Nostradamus was born in December (14th) 1503.
Now, in your irrational counting, that would be near the
beginning of your 14th or 16th Century, depending on
who is doing the counting. Either one, you will see is
accurate enough even if you are a century “off”.
By the way, this person was born in France of
“Christianized Jewish” parents. How might this differ
from Judeo-Christian? Well, in France in 1503 it made
almost insurmountable differences.
Let’s call this Michel de Nostredame (MdN)(oops!). Oh,
well, not to be intimidated by reason, this MdN, after his
family died of plague, lost his position as “physician”. He
observed a sculptor sculpting a statue, of the Virgin Mary
yet, and commented in such a way as to be considered an
insult to same (Virgin Mary that is). This was bad enough
that he removed himself to Italy where he assumed the
Italian counterpart of Nostradame to Nostradamus.
Now people, this MdN was, for a while after another
marriage and six children, quite successful in the cosmetic
business. He also wrote some cookbooks—and prospered.
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With a family of eight he needed to prosper.
Then in 1550, MdN started writing his
ALMANACS which were short books containing his
12 monthly predictions for the coming year. His
predictions seemed to be accurate enough that he
branched off into astrology and gave individual readings.
In 1554 came the biggy: the CENTURIES began.
This was a collection of some 10 books with each
containing 100 predictions.
The prophecies covered prediction UP TO, and
we must suppose through, 3797.
Let us pause here a minute. You people always,
as with John’s prophecies from, supposedly, God in
REVELATION seem to demand that everything begins
and ends in YOUR TIME FRAME.
What, therefore, happens in the next two
millennia? So, what am I suggesting?
I am not suggesting; I am stating that each selfproclaimed interpreter of the work of one, Nostradamus can
ONLY be a self-inspired interpreter/translator AT BEST.
Some have come along and say they receive directly
from Sir Nostramadus and perchance they do so. Even MdN
would be hard-put to interpret and translate into modern
language and more especially about things NOT YET IN
YOUR SPHERE OF EXPERIENCE.
Let us take “twin brothers ripped apart by chaos...”.
No, that was NOT a MdN speaking, reading or writing.
THAT is an interpretation of something which may or may
not have any meaning to events AT ALL. But, yes, I do
propose that you stay informed—for these are things upon
which you WILL base your uninformed conclusions.
The Age of Reason is certainly NOT upon you,
manipulated people. At this moment in time, as a matter
of fact, you base everything you perceive on CNN.
ASTROLOGY
Check out Astrology and its speakings from charts of
stars and heavenly movements. Is this right or wrong?
Neither. Every student TODAY who studies this focus
WILL BE TAUGHT BY A TEACHER OR TEACHERS OF
THAT WHICH CAME BEFORE. EVEN IF THE STUDENT
HAS “REVELATIONS”, HE WILL BASE THOSE ON THAT
WHICH WAS TAUGHT TO HIM BY THOSE COMING
BEFORE. Even Sir Newton said: “If I have seen further, it
is because I stood on the shoulders of giants who came
before me.”
Do I poo-poo either training, Astrology and/or
revelations? Of course NOT, it is the mind of MAN at work
and play. Moreover, it is the mind of man trying to figure
out the puzzles and great mysteries of LIFE and experience.
BE STILL AND KNOW THAT I AM
That is a good idea for each of you. BE STILL AND
KNOW—THAT I AM. Am what? Am you the last word?
Am you the only “one”? Am your opinions the last word?
Am you going off in every direction as scattered as the
winds RIGHT NOW? Am your governments foisting off
onto you more irrational garbage? What, exactly AM YOU?
Am you considering that the only killing of innocents was
in some commercial towers in New York City, U.S.A.? Am
you so blind as to not see that the war itself is now taken
to other shores where damage can’t be done to your wealth
centers? Am you nuts? ONCE AGAIN, THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA IS OFF ON A KILLING
EXCURSION IN BEHALF OF THE ELITE BANKERS OF
THE WORLD. AND ONCE AGAIN YOU STRIKE AT THE
LEAST ABLE TO DEFEND SELVES—AND YOU WILL
CALL IT RIGHTEOUS VICTORY AFTER YOU MURDER
EVERY LAST LIVING THING, INCLUDING LIZARDS AND
BUSHES IN AN ALREADY BARREN LAND. SO BE IT.
Oh, you certainly ARE AM.—GCH (Dad)
dharma
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Records-Keeping System Collapse
Can Now Be Attributed To “Terrorism”
9/25/01—#1 (15-040)
RE: MONEY, TERRORISM, WAR; WHERE ARE
WE AND WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO? SOME
INFORMED THOUGHTS
FAMILIARITY AND CONTEMPT
Hatonn—First I want to address the observations of
mankind and how emotions function.
In every circumstance as we share, there are various
realizations, recognitions and yes, OPINIONS, about that
which may or may not have any consideration at all in
a focused or topical matter.
Let us speak about that later when we discuss a book
called TELOS and a man’s opinion regarding that book
while others recognize almost opposing observations.
And, please, readers, EACH one of you realize that I
am not focusing on ANYONE. I am stating an observation
which I hope all readers individually recognize.
You will not always agree on any topic and you must
question EVERY speaker, writer and topic. For instance,
a receiver, if I may get personal, can be no better or
worse than his/her connection accepted as same.
Number two: Unless you have walked in those
shoes and experienced for self, you cannot judge
another man’s thoughts or perceptions—only actions.
The MINUTE that our newspaper refuses to
run something based solely on “opinion”, we are
destined, rightfully so, to the dumpster. We
always identify source and RESOURCE by
whatever symbol or logo or letters identify same.
Do not ever expect me to validate anything
supposedly spoken by myself or a compatriot and
especially GOD HIMSELF when the receiver is not even
willing to identify HIMSELF/HERSELF.
The material offered on Mt. Shasta, as already put to press,
is exactly what I requested of Princeton—HIS OPINION.
He praises the book in point. That does not mean that
perchance NO ONE ELSE MAY SHARE HIS OPINION.
I will note, however, that there is discussion as to the
presentation being a review of some type in the first such
writing which it was not. It was only an opinion of the
book and a copy of Princeton’s letter to the author.
If you have experienced remarkable instances
at Mt. Shasta, then you find more confirmation of
YOUR perceptions. If you have not, you will
check out the more noticeable things which
discount the full extent of the information itself.
AH, BUT: As you even begin the book for
yourself, check out the inconsistencies.
Those of Telos are “terrestrial”, supposedly coming
from Lemuria. They further claim to be under the
authority of the Galactic Command. The Speaker for the
author (channel) is called Adama and is a HIGH PRIEST.
That is a bit much as is someone who is NOW living with
a twin flame in New Mexico at 175 years of age.
The author? A beautiful Jewish girl with a New
York City [from the book: Rochester, NY] address.
This does NOT mean that there aren’t truths in
the presentation nor that there are NOT living
facilities within Mt. Shasta.
The people around Mt. Shasta, California have

always known there was something Spiritual and far
beyond that of everyday life taking place there.
What is unfortunate, however, is that “humans” as
are presented here would be foolish to live secretly in the
depths, even shallow depth, of that volcano which is
again due to ERUPT. That includes 12,000-year-old
Lemurians under Galactic Command. I DO have things
to say regarding Galactic Command. By the way,
Ashtar is not a singular being. “Ashtar” is a “command”
which is basically incredible data systems. “Ashtar” is
the label of whomever holds “command” simply as
identification and field of “authority”.
Do I have objection to the book itself? No, for you
must make your own evaluations of everything. I guess
if there is an objection, it is that anyone would pay
$15.00-plus for the book.
I suggested that CONTACT get ONE book, possibly
two to share, because reference came forth from a very
old and close friend IN MT. SHASTA.
We respect and honor this LONG-TIME friend
who lives in Mt. Shasta and has a very close
association with Germain.
Now what has happened is that this has become a
focus of unworthy attention and, no, I do ask that the
book NOT be serialized.
The book is NOT
“controversial”; it is simply a book supposedly received
by a channel from a supposedly terrestrial person. This
person, in fact, HAS NO RIGHT TO SPEAK FOR
EXTRATERRESTRIALS.
I asked Princeton to speak on his experiences and
perhaps that request was mostly missed. He is taken
with the book because it matches some of his own
experiences and it is THAT which we honor. Certainly,
the tale goes very much along with a Star Trek series
segment. You are grown up children, now. Please
evaluate everything by that which you have carefully
BALANCED in the research. A fairy-tale, for instance,
only evaluated alongside other fairy-tales is still a fairytale. Moreover, you need to sometimes question the
original tale which started the many tales in different
versions of the same “let’s pretend”.
This is a book worth perhaps (as a book) some
$3.00 and if I have objection, I repeat, it is to paying
over $15.00 for same.
The bottom line is, yes, there are Lemurians
(Atmospherians) on your planet. Lemuria, however, was
a terrestrial place on the planet to which energies have
come and gone just like you terrestrial repeats of today.
What I DO respect in a major way is full
acceptance of identification and responsibility for the
receiver, Dianne Robbins, for there is little doubt, or
much doubt as you so choose, but she claims she got
information from “a speaker”. So be it—BE CAREFUL.
Will you find the book under Historical Reviews? No,
you will find it, if you can, under New-Age Channeling.
The full title: TELOS: The Call Goes Out from THE
HOLLOW EARTH and the UNDERGROUND CITIES.
And that is perhaps enough to consider a bit more
carefully your own attitudes regarding the book.
YOU MUST FUNCTION ON THE SURFACE IN A
WORLD GONE QUITE NUTS. YOU CAN PRETEND
TO DWELL IN THE UNDERGROUND BUT
OBVIOUSLY IF YOU ARE ON THE SURFACE, YOU
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MUST DEAL WITH SURFACE MATTERS. YOU
CAN HAVE FUN WITH THE QUEEN MUM BEING
A SATANIST AND/OR A SHAPE-SHIFTER AND
ON INTO INFINITY—BUT YOU WILL HAVE TO
DEAL WITH WHAT IS—IN YOUR ENVIRONMENT
OF WHATEVER AND WHEREVER YOU “ARE” AND
WITH THAT WHICH “IS”.
We have covered these topics in thousands of
pages over a dozen years—you will find nothing
NEW, except the voice or pen of someone else.
By the way, is it LOGICAL to live IN a volcano
in a shallow “city”? Are terrestrial beings vulnerable,
at the least, to heat annihilation and especially
earthquake activities—or the gasses produced from
volcanic activity? So, perhaps you have Atmospherians
aboard—that is NOT terrestrial life-form. So the
dilemma—AND—what’s it all about, Alphie?
They, me, we, them, us can’t do a thing except
inform—about YOU.
Do I want you to STOP reading? No. Do I want
you to STOP, look and listen? Yes. Mainly, however,
I ask you to STOP the nonsense.
Princeton and John S. are my FRIENDS and I
honor them for that which they ARE and that
which they have experienced. We, too, have
walked a great part of the last decade with the
teacher Germain and Dharma did, in fact, have to face
the Federal Court over the encounter with same.
Germain, which is not what this book is about
AT ALL, is a Master who has PARTICULAR care
and nurturing to the United States of America, just
as Lord Michael has a great love and affinity to
the affairs and that which is Earth “Shan”.
By the way, Spectrum’s writers “in my name” wish
to continue to push that the Hosts and Angels, as
example, are the same thing. No, that is not so. It is
a way to try to explain the similarities but, no, there is
very large difference and frankly I would not now wish
to express it as the same—for YOU have outgrown the
ABCs and must move on to realization. This in no way
whatsoever puts down either. And, indeed, MIRACLES
ARE! There is a bit of a saying: “Ye are me and I am
thee—can we then not say that we are we?”
I will leave this with a very good thought as
presented by a very beloved and goodly teacher,
Sananda: “What is the Purpose of Life? The Purpose
of Life is to Grow in Knowledge of the ONE Creator.”
“What is the Essence of Life? The Essence of
Life is to know the Creator as Yourself.”
“What is Life? Life is the Supreme Joy and
Delight of experiencing ALL THAT IS.”
And when you understand all that there is, you
will have achieved what already IS.
LET’S TALK PLANS AND BANKS
May we now move from what some might claim as
“sublime” to that which is considered mundane or
absurd—what IS in your immediate experience and what
is expected if the plan unfolds as the adversaries present.
I got Dharma up at 4:00 A.M. this morning to suffer
through the reality of what is planned next on the agenda
against you-the-people. She was still not ready to write
at 5:00 or when we sat to the keyboard at 8:00 this
morning. We have been through all this before, she
exclaims and, “I am chicken, Dad, I just don’t want to do
this any longer.” Well, do you serve when called or do
you serve when your own druthers are first in recognition?
Most of you KNOW what is being done to and
around you but you want to discuss it with someone and
without having to deal with hollow-earth possibilities.

And THIS is what our mission is about—purpose—if you
will. We MUST present that which allows us to grow
out of and beyond that which takes freedom and
goodness from the face of the Earth.
Many things are coming down all around you
while you wave your flag, let blood, and listen to the
war-mongers. The world economy is ready to
implode. It is exactly as the Trade Center—once
catastrophe was set into motion. Without detailed
input about that event or those events and lies being
spread about for your atrocities in the name of God,
let us consider the next planned moves.
MONEY LAUNDERING
What is happening? Well, for one thing, if the
money laundering is stopped to hide from the bin
Laden lies, some big bankers and banking cartels are
going to be caught, for no large funds CAN be shifted
without the banking Cartel involved. It just can’t be.
Are they going to get caught? Perhaps.
Worse though, if you can’t do something to hide
longer, the workers FOR the IBC will be exposed and
the empty dealings “found out”. So rocks and hard
places are the sitting places of the day.
What, therefore, has to come next in order to totally
protect the Elite System of business? A collapse of the
records keeping—a total systems FAILURE which
can be attributed to “terrorism”, of course.
That means that bin Laden is going to have to be
a global whiz at computer infections as well as having
managed arms dealing around the globe where there are
U.S., Israeli and even, yea, Soviet arms being used.
There are good excuses for the weapons as such—but
from whence comes the tons of ammunition, missiles,
etc.? And, yes, who pays for them?
You will note that the thrust is now a global “get the
groupies”. Well, what about the massive numbers of
arms smuggled through sales, for instance, of Israel into
China? Whose bank accounts reflect those transactions?
Well, beloved readers, YOU ARE GOING TO FIND
OUT. You won’t find out or, at the least, no one will
“own-up” to the offenses—but the plans are to bring
down the banking accounting systems, transfers
(electronic), lose the programs, lose the records and “too
bad, citizen—bin Laden made us do it.”
Recourse? I ask you, please don’t ask me!
When can you expect this to come down? Well,
you got your clue one week after the bombings in NY—
with the silly backward names. IT IS VERY HANDY
FOR THE BANKS TO BE OFF LINE WHEN YOU TRY
TO GET YOUR FUNDS. THE ONLY BETTER THING
IS SIMPLY TO CLOSE THE BANKS JUST LIKE THE
STOCK MARKET. UNTIL, OF COURSE, A NEW
FARCE CAN BE ESTABLISHED TO BLOW YOU
AWAY FROM SOME OTHER DIRECTION.
LONG TIME COMING, FUNDS
Seems a lot of the people who had invested heavily
and for a very long time “ago” are suddenly, several of
them, now thinking they have funds transferred into their
accounts for use. Pray that to be so and act
IMMEDIATELY if this be true. Make an effort to beat
the shut-down confusion of systems collapse. In other
words get it into use and by all means get some transferred
into hard yellow value and a lot of it into tiny
representation—that if necessary can buy bread and milk
for the babies if it comes to emergency. Then, put, if you
have enough, your banking needs into small banks which
also have hand recordings. KEEP YOUR RECEIPTS.
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To most this will not be a major operation but for
others it does require a bit of special arrangements.
NOW IS THE TIME TO CONSIDER WHAT THOSE
MIGHT BE. To my people it will simply be a run
through of possibilities as we have “practiced” in the
past when this same problem was presented.
This may well require that some of you who prefer to
interchange with others, get your heads together and see
what you can do in a unified effort of best advantage.
Everybody is tired and feeling LACK. Why?
Because you lack much in worldly exchange. We are all
working toward changing that condition BUT if the banks
are simply going to grab all the return, it is hardly a wise
thing to act in foolishness. Neither may we give
information directly into the “enemy’s” ears and eyes.
While everyone focuses on spray planes and bin
Laden, you overlook the chemtrails which have been in
your skies for a decade now. THIS IS EVIL AT
WORK, READERS. GET OFF YOUR SOAPBOX AND
LOOK AT WHAT “IS”. Are you really DEFENDING
the U.S. by bombing Afghanistan? Come on, babies.
You are rendering your home turf DEFENSELESS
as you send out your troops—JUST LIKE YOU KNEW
IT WOULD BE. HAVE WE WASTED ALL THESE
YEARS OF BREATH AND FINGER-WORK?
Now, what property they can’t steal, they will
simply foreclose on while there are NO RECORDS
and you will have enforcement—AGAINST you in
the regaining process. Unless, of course, you use
your years of LESSONS, wisely. Well, if they have
lost all the records—FIND YOURS.
Or with my people, for instance, the lost records
thieved and destroyed are only going to be more useful
in the chaos of what is planned to shower down on
everyone. What are the banks going to do with all that
foreclosed property—and do you really think that unless
something changes, even real estate is going to dump?
Can the Elite pull off their plan? Of course. It
may not work—but it will be YOU THE PEOPLE
that pay, as usual.
Why would I suggest you tie up anything in
gold if it is going to be confiscated? Because you
have to get from here to there. And I really don’t
care that you do nothing with same. You will simply
need some assets to see you through—for even Social
Security will get thoroughly botched in the confusion
of even a few days of systems breakdown.
Some things will get back “on-line” more quickly
than others to prevent riots which can’t be controlled by
more mayhem. There is going to be need for massive
unemployment claims, compensations needs, insurance
claims, welfare payments and, indeed, social security
payments for the elderly and disabled. Furthermore,
surprise from old Dad, go get help from those resources
if your other support is missing. And, if rent is
unavailable, so be it, for if it works out as your
controllers plan, it will be a time of creeping through—
and until the foreclosure on the World is accomplished so
the Big Brothers can get it ALL FOR FREE. It is far
better to have a tenant in or on property or expect vandals,
squatters and other destructive things taking place.
And if you lose your property, it is very likely it can
be repurchased by someone else at those good prices,
say holding corporations which can then own the
property itself. Nothing says YOU can’t benefit from the
plan of that which is thrust off onto your backs. Just
know that there are ALWAYS alternatives and
possibilities available—the problem is usually lack of
imagination and realization. FEAR is what immobilizes,
so don’t bite on their FEAR GAMES from the Trade
Center’s deliberate demolition to your loss of property.
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The way the Federal Reserve functions—there
is no such thing as “no money”, for all they have
to do is print it and that has been since 1913. All
the rest is manipulation.
Next I am asked if what is taking place is LEGAL
or CONSTITUTIONAL? No, neither. Does that stop
it? Look around and answer for yourself.
I do note that a very fine Jewish lawyer has presented
one of the best and most direct responses to this “legal”
topic—and since you like to hear it from two-legged
mouths, fine, we will just share and stop the bickering.
All the information you could possibly use pro or con
is on that electronic monster brain without which you
ARE going to be pretty much in shock. But, like the
banks, use it while you can—BUT BE DISCERNING,
FOR THERE ARE MORE LIES ON THAT
NETWORKING FACILITY THAN TRUTH.
Even Bellringer did an excellent write-up on what is taking
place and then ruined it by reference to “Ruby Ridge/Dennis
Weaver”. Well, I’m sure that both Randy and Dennis might
object, so viewers—USE YOUR INTELLIGENCE.
Do we misspeak? Of course, but habitual
misspeakings, when correct information is at your
fingertips, are somewhat questionable. This is
especially true if you are offering your own
presentation as THE factual exhibit. And if you are
using another’s observations—give them credit and
thus the responsibility for their presentation along with
your non-claim to material in reference.
Example? Yes, indeed, we do this constantly, for it
is your confirmation and keeps us from presenting as
some kind of guru which would place us in the position
of being some kind of psychic fortune-tellers.
I can example closer to home than that: If Princeton
is asked to comment and does so, it is his right to say
whatever he wishes and that does not mean that it is
my—or your—opinion other than our opinion that it is
worthy of attention—in “our” opinion.
[QUOTING EMPEROR’S CLOTHES, (War:
Metaphor into Reality) by Peter Weiss, posted 24
September 2001:]
Peter Weiss is President of the Lawyers
Committee on Nuclear Policy and of the International
Association of Lawyers Against Nuclear Arms.
Inter arma silent leges. When force speaks,
the laws are silent. And the more brutal the force,
the more complete the silence of law.
This is what most people believe, and after the
events of September 11 (2001) it is hard to blame them.
But law, particularly the law of war and peace, does not
march solely to the drumbeat of daily life. If it cannot
keep pace with extraordinary events in the worst of daily
life or if it cannot keep pace with extraordinary events
in the worst of times, it loses its capacity to govern, to
provide the order that is associated with law.
Lawyers must therefore, at times, swim against
the tide of public opinion and REMIND an outraged
populace that even “a war to rid the world of evil”
is subject to the laws of war, both us ad bellum,
which governs the right to go to war, and us
inebllo, which governs the conduct of war.
The first question, then, is, what is war? According
to Lassa Oppenheim, one of the giants of international
law, “War is a contention between two or more States
through their armed forces, for the purpose of
overpowering each other, and imposing such conditions
of peace as the victor pleases.” A terrorist attack, no
matter how heinous, committed by non-state actors, is
NOT a casus belli, an “act of war”, except in a
metaphorical sense. It therefore cannot justify a state
resorting to war against another state in response to the

attack, unless the other state’s responsibility for the
attack has been unambiguously established.
But, as is clear from the statements of the President
and other high officials, no such responsibility has been
proved, except again in a metaphorical sense. They
speak of making war against countries that
“support”, “tolerate” or “harbor” terrorists.
Saudi Arabia refuses to this day to extradite the eleven
men indicted in the 1996 attack on the Khobar Towers, in
which 19 U.S. airmen were killed and 370 injured.
Does this mean that Saudi Arabia is supporting terrorists
and that we are or will be at war with Saudi Arabia?
A recent study by the Congressional Research
Service alleges that Osama bin Laden’s organization
has bases or tentacles in 37 countries. Are we, or
will we be, at war with all of them?
Nor is it possible to declare war against an
unidentified enemy, which is essentially what the
President and the Congress have done in the aftermath
of the attacks on the Twin Towers and the Pentagon.
Yet, both psychologically and legally, the use of war
terminology has grave consequences. Psychologically, as
shown by the WAR banner headlines in the days
following September 11, it creates a mood of “follow the
leader, wherever he may lead” and makes bloodthirsty
monsters of normally decent citizens. As one
correspondent said in the Letters column of the New
York Times on September 18, “It is not enough to
wipe out Afghanistan. I will be satisfied with
nothing short of a sweeping and devastating assault on
all those countries that train, finance and protect those
whose stated goal is the slaughter of Americans.”
Legally, a state of war triggers all sorts of
undesirable consequences. At the level of international
law, the proclamation of a state of emergency, which
is normally less than a state of war, allows a state
party to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rights, such as the United States, to
“derogate” from its obligations under the Covenant in
respect of several basic human rights, including
freedom from forced labor, the right to bring habeas
corpus proceedings, freedom of movement, equality
before the law and freedom from arbitrary arrest.
A de facto, or functionally equivalent, declaration of
war, followed by acts of war, naturally triggers the right
of self-defense by any state affected. The Taliban has
already prepared the Afghan people to fight a holy war
against the United States, once the U.S. makes good on
its promise to “end” that state. Every other state against
which military action is taken by the global anti-terrorist
coalition in the making will consider itself entitled to
respond with armed force against any member of the
coalition. The U.S., with its far-flung global outposts,
military and otherwise, and its long list of potential target
states, is particularly vulnerable in this respect. Thus
conducting the impending—and necessary—anti-terrorist
operation under the banner of war legitimates the cycle
of violence, which it is sure to spark.
Proceeding under a flag of war will of course also
have, indeed has already had, grave consequences in
terms of domestic constitutional law. While President
Bush has not formally invoked the War Powers Act—
Presidents hardly ever do—Congress has made it
unnecessary for him to do so and has approved in
advance the uncharted voyage on which he and the
armed forces are about to embark. Thus, while a few
courageous members of Congress may be heard to say
that the joint resolution they passed on September 14
does not give the President a blank check for any type
of military operation, it does in fact do so for at least
sixty days and judging from past experience, as well as
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the ambiguous language of the resolution, well beyond
that time. To the extent that the resolution authorizes
“the use of United States armed forces” against “nations”
(as well as “organizations or persons”) it is a green light
for war. Its only saving grace is that it is limited to the
use of force against those nations, organizations or
persons which the President “determines planned,
authorized, committed or aided the terrorist acts that
occurred on September 11, 2001”. Thus it is not—not
yet—an authorization to use force for the extirpation of
every kind of terrorism from every part of the globe.
It remains to be seen what emergency powers the
administration will seek to arrogate to itself and to what
extent these will impinge on the very democratic freedoms
in whose name this “war” is going to be fought.
In one respect the President has already exceeded his
powers. His call for “Osama bin Laden dead or alive”
violates Section 2.11 of Executive Order 12333, which
states in plain English: “No person employed by or acting
on behalf of the United States Government shall engage
in, or conspire to engage on behalf of the United States
Government, assassination.” No doubt the vast majority
of Americans would like to see Osama bin Laden dead,
but that is not the point. The point is that if the
prohibition against assassination, enacted at the request
of Congress in 1981 by none other than President
Reagan is to be ignored, it must first be repealed by this
President in consultation with this Congress. Repeal by
Presidential speechwriters is not in the best American
tradition and sets a most dangerous precedent.
A crime against humanity of unimaginable
proportions has been committed on our territory. The
perpetrators of this crime, and those who may be
planning similar atrocities, must be hunted down and
brought to justice with every resource of the world
community—short of war. To embark on a course
leading to what Thomas Friedman has already called
World War III would be compounding the tragedy and
giving the Osama bin Ladens and their ilk exactly what
they want: A Holy war, with vastly greater numbers of
innocent victims than those who suffered horrible deaths
in New York and Washington on September 11, and, if
not the end of democracy as we know it, at least its
diminution. Civil society must not allow this to happen.
[END OF QUOTING]
Well, too late isn’t it? And YOU get to your feet
and sing to the “Land of the Free and home of the
BRAVE”. No, you are doing cowardly things,
unconstitutional things. You want pride? Well,
citizens, the opposite of pride is not “humility”, IT IS
SHAME. And, moreover, SHAME BE UPON YOU.
Worse for all, you do these things in the NAME
OF GOD and call it amazing Grace? Perhaps we now
know from whence that verse came. You are dressed
in God’s cloak while going about Satan’s work.
You shall not, in the end, prevail in such evil. Your
realization about this that you do is far more important
than all the cities underground than you can conjure.
By the way, about those underground places,
wow—take a look at Northrop, Edwards, Area 51, China
Lake and others at Long Beach—and these are just a tiny
few to name them. They are real; they are inhabited;
amazing things take place there; they are all
attached by tunnels; and it is the “inner” Earth.
You don’t have to take brain-rides to KNOW TRUTH.
God has blessed you above all, chelas, and you
are about to embark on pure evil in the name of
God. NO, IT IS NOT “OK”.
May you be given the Light in which you find
your way.—GCH
dharma
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New World Zionist Order:
Most Harbored Terrorists
9/26/01—#1 (15-041)
WHERE DO YOU TURN
WHEN YOU FEEL LIKE A TOP?
Hatonn—First STOP!
Then find your
codependent, form a conspiracy against the whiplash
taking place, and BE STILL. When the pressure is
on, it is time for KNOWLEDGE through intelligent
confrontation of the problem, not necessarily any
person. Always leave room, time and space to
RESPOND, NOT REACT. There are times to
immediately react but not when your entire future rides
on a reasoned RESPONSE built of/from intelligence.
Reaction itself is necessary at the time of, or
before, an instant event. This is, of course, if
there is danger in the moment in which you must
decide to run, fight or drop out.
Everyone is willing, for instance, to disclaim or
put-down terrorism. No one should be willing,
because of unnecessary reaction, to put lives or
nation on the line because of foolishness and hasty
reactions. There can, in these instances taking place
today, be a fully reasoned, informed RESPONSE.
It must be recognized by now, after the insanity of
reaction, that there are myriads of QUESTIONS about
what happened on the 11th of Sept. in New York City.
Moreover, who GAINED from such “attacks”? It
begins to form up to be an inside job, doesn’t it? It also
is obvious that the United States of America has become
a totally Zionist State, however you wish to call the label.
You can see that just by the spin on the label to call
the operation, you have gone through several trial balloons
which did not work and now, today, it is Operation
Enduring Freedom. FOR WHOM? Freedom for whom?
YOU? Perish the thought! You can get arrested
and carted off to prison for having 3-4 box
openers, even if you are in the box-cutter business.
The airlines are receiving exactly what they
wanted: bail out! Even PAL airlines in the
Philippines is going to get some help while the nation
dies and nothing much has happened to the airline in
point. This is a good trick if you can pull it off.
First, they will raise rates to cover new
insurance costs so as to not damage either the
airline or the insurance companies. In the
Philippines it will be an over-the-counter cost of
probably between 8 to 10 dollars. That, however,
is two day’s pay for an “average” Filipino in
Manila. More days than that outside the city.
Then, probably, they will eventually (depending
on traffic) offer some choice, two for one in the
upper-class seating or something similar to draw
passengers. It is all part of the game. The Elite
never lose anything for very long and then gain it
all back, with more, from you the citizens.
Well, it is a fact, however, that small businesses
can’t even break even if they don’t get help paying
for increased security, insurance protection and
postage hikes. And YOU can’t do anything about
it anyway because those rates are decided at a

much higher level than your next-door neighbor
who IS one of the “average” citizens. These
things don’t even require orders or legislation for
it is built into the system for manipulation.
It is the same thing as Alan Greenspan’s
manipulation of the Federal Reserve, i.e., interest
rates. It is simply announced.
People, your economy, globally, was in the
dumpster and something HAD TO BE DONE, to
cover the facts of what has happened. And money
laundering comes up as the necessary coverall. No, it
is not. We, for instance, have to refuse to go into
business with the Central Bank until there is transparency
and accounting in our program. You are totally
brainwashed; you must have law and you must have
accountability and order in which to HAVE FREEDOM.
CAN’T FEED THE STARVING
Look at Afghanistan and what YOU OF THE U.S.
ARE DOING. By the U.S. rules there CAN BE NO
assistance to any Taliban citizen—man, woman or child.
Moreover, there is total dependence of humanitarian aid
which will be used up in a week. If YOU bring food or
aid YOU will be arrested and incarcerated for the
“humanitarian” gift. IS THIS GODLY? And yet, you
are proud today to be an American? Really? The Zionists
and New World Order are setting the U.S. rules even
while breaking all your constitutional laws having removed
the CONSTITUTION through the War Powers Act and
National Emergency—not even formally presented.
YOU HAVE SENT YOUR TROOPS, FRIENDS.
THAT IS AN ACT OF WAR! Whether or not you
LIKE it, YOU ARE UNDER MARTIAL LAW IN THE
LAND OF THE FREE! Moreover, YOU demanded that
it be done. Please do not whine to God to fix your
circumstances. You made your choices even if you
thought otherwise—remember the democratic vote of the
majority—when neither party is a whit different but,
rather, all of the same New World Order.
Now the U.S. demands of all other nations adherence
to the U.S. rule of order OR FACE TOTAL
FORECLOSURE and probably war for “harboring”
(remember they don’t need proof—only a statement)
some terrorist. Well, the most harbored terrorists are
those of the New World Zionist Order.
RADICAL RELIGION
You want to call the Muslims wicked? Try
again, all you OTHER religious citizens. There are
now more Muslims or “Islamic” people than socalled Christians because true Christians could not
longer stand the hypocrisy.
Certainly, there are incredibly larger numbers of
Muslims than of the Talmudic religion or even the
Torahan doctrine. Even the Torah was written first in
a mixture of Hebrew-Arabic from ancient Aramaic.
Is Taliban religion true Muslim? NO. But
neither were the Crusaders true Christians—and
certainly the Inquisition bore no resemblance to
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either civilized behavior or Christianity. It was
horror and hell all in itself.
THE ONLY TRUE “RELIGION” IS THAT
WHICH IS BETWEEN YOU AND GOD AND
BEARS NO LABEL. YOU ARE EITHER GOODLY
O R Y O U A RE N O T . Y o u m ay w el l b e “i n between”, so don’t jump to “my” conclusions—
and, no, if you aren’t ACTIVELY with the U.S. in
this new “war”, then somehow it is assumed you
are FOR the terrorists. A Giant B.S.
And what is happening really? Well, for one thing
a lot of nations are getting debts resolved in exchange for
serving EVIL. And the ones who haven’t had the cutrate for participation, like the Philippines, are building a
case to get same. Quid pro quo it is called.
But, ah, the more recent slam against the day is
the headline that at least 50 Filipinos have joined the
Taliban. Oh? Well over a month ago it was
KNOWN and also headlined that there were over
50 Filipinos in training with the Taliban-bin Laden.
So, what is new TODAY? Nasty leverage against
a very little nation already in her death throes.
I remind you that the world was in foreclosure
and now is the time of taking possession. Oh, you
very definitely entered World War III and, as
Cohen has said, you are doing so in SECRET,
without any knowledge of what is taking place to
end bad publicity, and you are to go about your
“normal” lives—if you still have a job, that is. You
don’t even know where your troops and hardware
ARE. And you do it with flags waving and singing
Amazing Grace as if God somehow planned this
atrocity taking place. Spare me, please!
What is your EX-SECRETARY of Defense, Cohen,
doing totally entangled in this current mess? You are not
asleep, people, you are in a coma.
LET’S TURN TO CONTACT—ALL KINDS
There are calls, we understand in Manila, about
books and comments made by Princeton W.
regarding his recent trip to Mt. Shasta and the
three consecutive writings on that topic. Why?
Has everyone forgotten your own birthing? If you
have, then it is time to refresh a LOT of memories.
We can start, however, with this focus in point.
I asked Princeton to do something which
equates to a very large hardship. He had to
construct, then somebody had to set to type, print
and layout the little series. I am in great
appreciation, for unless you must do these tasks
day after day after day you have no idea what this
entails. This, however, is what we are all about.
I can remind you again that at one time we were
able to offer many books on everything from UFOs to
Puff the Magic Dragon. And guess what! We fully
plan to do so again. The only thing stopping us is funds.
In this focus, we will try to, as well, offer
books which readers find interesting and authors
cannot find outlet and have to starve to death
because of lack of support and inability to offer
anything if it goes to Internet or Websites.
An excellent example is Rodney Stich who has
written several of the most important books on Airlines,
Defrauding America, etc., and he can’t even pay his rent
at 78 years of age. YOU NEED THESE BOOKS! YOU
NEED THE INFORMATION! If there are errors, you
need to have that as well, for balance, so that you can
RECOGNIZE the errors and better JUDGE content.
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Every one of Mullins’ books needs heavy
distribution; he has had such excellent references
regarding such as Medicine, Federal Reserve, etc., as
to be considered the Dean of Researchers. He is
banned by the Zionists from Canada and that is rather
interesting credentials in my own opinion.
BUT THESE AUTHORS MUST HAVE HELP.
Rodney, for instance, has had speaking engagements by
demand in over 50 instances just since the terrorattacks in New York. He says that the airliner use
was just a bomb waiting detonation. He is considered
an authority on the topic. If he writes anything and
chooses to share it, we will be grateful to run it.
Now, back to Mt. Shasta. This area was a major
focus of MYSELF and my compatriots in this
particular segment of experience and perhaps lots of
readers should be reminded of that and how it was and
why there was ever anything even like the Phoenix
Institute and any type of SHARING experience.
I also remind you all that we are geared to
work with the Native Americans in a very
sovereign way and their “religious” expression is
different from others—except native in origin.
The experiences need sharing on a very human
exchange basis and I personally arranged to hit
Princeton pretty hard because of his past
experiences of which he has spoken almost nothing.
There is a lot of communication taking
place—some is foolishness and sets the New Age
into a ridiculous light. However, there has to be
a recognition of that which is truly honorable and
only the experience can be revealing and
discernments made through interchange.
I didn’t care about Princeton meeting the “author”
of the book which has come into discussion—I needed
him to meet the OTHER parties—which he did. These
experiences bring new and refueled support when the
mind and body is weary of the labors and decisions
regarding presumed future status and placement.
There have been many years of service and as
Rodney expresses it: “Just hang it up... nobody
cares...”. We confront that DAILY!
It is a bit worse here because our people have to
concern about Federal Raids precipitated by
PARTNERS who “just got mad”, and also to cover
their own CRIMINAL activities.
In Manila, we have to concern about just staying
alive and never crossing the line of giving any reason
to other than love our presence—even within the
United States Treasury or Federal Reserve.
My most painful observation is that there
SHOULD be many and varied disagreements within
the circles of service—but there is no need for insults
or disallowance for another. These are ego-clashes
and nothing more. There always seems to be a few
who can’t rest without stirring the killer bees which
then don’t stop stinging to their own dying day.
And, if we can’t offer such as a distributor
would offer, we will simply have to turn to others
who will do so. WE NEVER DO ANYTHING TO
CAUSE ANYONE TO LOOK AT US AS SOME
CULT—INCLUDING THE PAPER ITSELF. WE
HAVE TO HAVE OTHER AUTHORS, OTHER
OBSERVATIONS AND, YES, AS WE CAN GET
TO IT, FULL SECTIONS ON HEALTH,
HEALING AND HELP—FROM CLEANING
TIPS TO SPELT COOKIES.
And my goodness, Bruce T. is going to buried

absolutely when he is able to get the “library” in
order and the publishing back under control. He
holds a doctorate in English, as I recall, and
people—WE WILL GET THERE.
This does NOT mean that such as Bruce has to do
the labor, for we certainly do plan to eventually get his
job done and then our people need a rest, including
Fingers here. Bruce can know people who can fill
JOBS—and we will have means to pay people for
their services. We also will catch up, hopefully, the
services given. I repeat, we have NO COMMUNE
or anything even remotely like same. We do have
people who have helped, served, assisted and
volunteered because we have a similar goal intent.
That, whether it be just to eventually get some extra
income or more-hoped-for job is immaterial.
When you try to identify our association with
one another it perhaps should be recognized as a
“fellowship” of those with mutual, but diversified,
interests.
If you have, for instance, a sewing club, you
will find some interested in quilting, costume
making, embroidery, knitting, crochet or making
curtains. Each will be far better at one aspect,
even teaching capability, but certainly no one is
lesser, even the new stitchers.
We have certainly proven why we will only
function in a business setting and why it has been so
imperative that it has never been different, even if some
wish to espouse otherwise. We have shared, in some
instances EVERYTHING—as Doris, for instance, feels
there has been no single THOUGHT unspread or wish
spared viewing and/or gossip. But then, when the raids
come, as they do if you are DOING anything, for even
your neighbor having a bad day can silently turn you in
FOR ANYTHING CHOSEN—without recourse.
I remind all of you, however, if you can’t share
together and “get along”, who will stand WITH YOU
when the raiders come? [MM: God, ATON—so
there truly is NOTHING to fear, except lack of
FAITH in same.] And in the process, the
miscreants will surely reveal themselves. People
have lost the closeness of what was once
COMMUNITY. This is NOT “COMMUNAL”
anything—it is helping one another, appreciating one
another and certainly sharing with one another.
If you are working at a given business or
project, you must be even more open to
interchange, and certainly communication, without
necessity of liaison routing on a “personal” level
of discourse. Please be careful what you do, for
it always reflects back onto others no matter how
isolated you might presume self to be.
And, indeed—a lot of things will come out of
Mt. Shasta, California and Cebu, Philippines as with
major connections. No, I am NOT ready to discuss
this further. We live in the moment—we presume
to have a tomorrow, for there is no other way to
effectively function. We LEARN from our past and
especially, it seems, through trials and errors. This
in turn certainly does make it appear there are
more trials and errors than success and success.
None of the above represent “failure”. It seems
“we old people” don’t even recognize that we have
been insulted, especially as the eyes and ears go south
for whatever season. So, if anyone wants to insult us
or offer sarcasm upon our beings—speak right up or it
will be missed somewhere in the null zone.

LIFE IS AN ILLUSION?
Then the next question is: “Why does my
head hurt so bad if it is but an illusion?” It is in
the illusion that all is experienced, for where the
mind is, there too will be the headache!
My question to you is: “Why do you always want
so badly to live in someone else’s dream (illusion)?”
Can you yet see that you are experiencing while
allowing God to share, be within, or put Him out of
your mental experience. He never goes away
because that part of YOU that IS HIM, cannot
separate from the LIFE SOURCE. That doesn’t
keep the human, experiencing person from trying.
Yes, indeed, it is hard to keep focus on higher intent
when all seems to be falling apart around your head or
feet. THAT is when you need to take stock of all your
Spiritual (all that is not physical) resources to build that
bridge to the next step available and, yes, you CAN do
that. When you remain steady then you become the
balance possibility of those who are vacillating in their
own moment of inability to secure stability. They will
get their turn to contribute when YOU might be unable
to find a center in your ongoing journey.
YOU LIVE IN FEAR
It is often very hard to walk a pathway alone
when, especially, through no fault of your own,
except existing, you are required to face the
powers over your freedom which is life itself.
How few come to sit with you in that garden
and leave you to stand naked while others hide,
gossip, deny and desert. I suggest if anything fits,
wear it! For when the flak is stilled it is often then
that the shoes want to again walk on the same
person put down. Do not be shocked when that
person asks you to go back to your rock and creep
under it to make sure your security is not at risk.
Who will walk with me, asked the Lord? Who will
tarry with me, asked the Teacher? Who will not deny
me? Who will sell me for 30 pieces of silver?
Oh, yes, you DO have opportunity upon opportunity
to act and you do not because it might just be a bit risky.
Oh, well. What do YOU do to avoid discomfort or even,
yea, to take a stand for that which is “right”? These
things are present in every life—and “reasons” for failures
are scarce but excuses many. And, yes, indeed, God will
leave you to your own choices—EVERY TIME.
May you always stand in the Light but without the Sun
in your eyes that leaves you quite blinded. And a good rule
of thumb, experiencers: Expect nothing from those to whom
you give nothing—except perchance a bit of gossip and
put-down. They end up owing you NOTHING.
We who walk this road strewn with rocks and
traps will make it through but the tag-alongs may well
find the depot quite old and wobbly when they pull into
the parking lot. The ship awaited may well have flown
the port. Oh, indeed, God tests at every turn! There
is, however, no failure—only recognition.
You want what you want and you want it now?
Well, doesn’t everyone else as well? And, furthermore,
a lot of those “wanters” are on the other side.
Life seems short? Oh, no, life is an eternity; this
is but a blink which is rarely witnessed for what it IS.
In love and great respect for each of you as you move on
and we bear witness to that which is, I take leave.—GCH
dharma
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Bin Laden: Creation
Of CIA-MOSSAD
9/28/01—#1 (15-043)
RE: SLEEPERS, TALIBAN-ABU SAYYAF-BIN
LADEN, IT’S ALL IN THE MIND
SLEEPERS
Hatonn—The totally naive patter on NEWS
FIRST this morning started with a discussion about
“sleepers”, “triggers”, “awakening sleepers for a
mission or schtick (gig)” and how these Trade
Tower suicide missions were accomplished.
Thus, it appears that CIA-Mossad activities
have no longer escaped the general morning-coffee
gossip of even the international circuits.
What is uppermost in the Philippines, however, is
that there remains a bunch of Abu Sayyaf, bin Laden
sponsored and TRAINED, still functioning in the
Philippines WITH input from the CIA-Mossad. This is
not under question, readers, this is a FACT.
So, what’s the problem? Well, with seeming inability
to get the rogues, there is talk of sending troops to
Afghanistan from the Armed Forces of the Philippines—
when the troops can’t seem year after year to shut down
a handful of renegades in their dooryard.
Therefore, the President says that the
Philippines will only send doctors and intelligence
personnel instead of fighting troops.
Oh? What might those be? What in the world are
you doing, Children of the world?
The United States of America BIRTHED
(CREATED) bin Laden by the CIA with Mossad
input. That is not under question or dispute.
Now, it would appear the creation has gone
bonkers and the disease spread throughout the
global landscape.
I’m confident it seemed like the thing to do at
the time of this creation—against the Russians—but
is no longer “contained” (another typical CIA
term). The “handlers” (again, another CIA term)
got out of control and now do the “handling”.
Am I suggesting that terrorists be left to roam the
streets? No, but they already do roam the streets and
shooting one another is not a very good solution—
especially for the citizen who gets between the
machine guns and worse for a visitor (tourist) who
just came to see paradise or the Liberty Bell.
Now, after only a couple of weeks since the
suicide raid in New York, people are saturated and
don’t care what the governments decide to do. The
viewing public wants to get back to the gossip shows
and Larry King Live with the Levy-Condit distraction.
Remember, please, that in Mindanao,
Philippines, there are three U.S. citizens in hostage
by the Abu Sayyaf. One is presumed to have been
beheaded since that is the news released by the
ASG (Abu Sayyaf Group) and the other two are a
beautiful couple who are missionaries yet.
There is news that someone is negotiating,
finally, to ransom the pair.

BLINK
By Cathy O’Brien (c)
Overcome PTSD
through psychoLogical ways
heighten your awareness
and depart from terror’s daze.

Beware of what you see and read
when trauma terrorizes
Of course, the programming is pretty much it’s a known fact that after trauma
perfected, readers. These suicide bombers, etc., your suggestibility rises.
are trained and brain-warped to only needing a
“trigger” awakening call to action. It is, further, Emotions dealt with logically
planned to be only just begun. But WHO are the allows you to freely think
handlers (trainers)? Are there enough Arab- analyze for yourself what’s going on
Americans or Taliban sophisticated enough to train arm yourself with insight and blink.
and brain-change a whole army of participants IN THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA? Don’t be foolish. Avoid repititious programs
The point is to start and hold a religious war of shut of TV and then
heinous proportion and do it without the real arm yourself with logic
orchestrators being revealed. The instigators walk by using paper and pen.
away scott-free.
All the guards and inspectors can’t stop this Shift emotion to logic
idiocy. If a man is bent on suicide, then when he is by writing out your pain
probed or searched he can blow up. In a busy mall, simply moving a pen uses
that is incredibly destructive to life and property. the logic part of your brain.
Blow someone up on an airliner and you have at least
Blink and move eyes side to side
as many dead as there are crew and passengers.
Why does it require Special Forces, Green re-associate through math
Berets and Delta Force troops to rout out these even balancing a checkbook
terrorists? Because they are the ones THAT will help rebalance your brain’s path.
TRAINED THEM. Only they know the game!
These men of these special forces are equally Gather your wits and stay aware
trained TO DO A JOB—period. Remember Col. strengthen true-to-soul
“Bo” Gritz from which RAMBO became a copy? re-prioritize what counts
Well, the man himself is a Godly man having then study up on mind control.
claimed to have found Jesus the Christ or at least
t h e o f f s p r i n g o f t h e h i e r a r c h y o f t h e J e w i s h www.trance-formation.com
religion, Jehovah, Isaac and Jacob. But then, when arms you with wisdom to make sense
his “bride” left him he tried to commit suicide over of these daze of mind control—
inability to cope with the separation and which is knowledge is our only defense.
********
an act of cowardice in its ultimate form. And this
But, yes, indeed, the “sleepers” are everywhere
man ran for President of the United States and,
yes, indeed, I backed him. I know him and the and to the extent that they stupidly call others
heart-mind-soul can only handle so much before it sleepers in their own warped condition.
I can name a dozen in your own recognition
breaks, especially the heart.
When conscience (always made of soul) is who are STILL used as resources for information
overridden and put aside, there is nothing to buffer scattering even though you have KNOWN they are
actions; as the mind will do what it is trained to do frauds and set-ups.
It is, however, when you experience for yourself
when the “trigger” action or terms are put into play.
I would suggest that every person reading this that which is a lie about self that you fully become aware
w o u l d a g a i n g e t T R A N C E - F O R M A T I O N O F of the unlimited scourge of these people upon the
AMERICA by Mark Phillips and Cathy O’Brien and searching/seeking masses. They become self-appointed
never mind the sensational parts of obscenity but authorities and holders of some title of “truthbringer”,
READ WELL the application of MIND-CONTROL. owner of untold wealth without any backup or support
It has required years of love and work for Cathy to any program other than “it’s mine”, and surely you
to rise out of that pit of Hell and function. That by recognize the ones who take, lie, present story after story
continually FACING the truth, the realization of only to have insanity presented upon the heads of the
experiencing and remaining in constant LOVE and A ones who believed them in the first place. Moreover, the
BUBBLE OF SECURITY—just to get through. She is bigger the lie, the easier it seems to make it believed.
There are at least five different parties right in the
still vulnerable and a bit bent but is no longer
Philippines
who claim sole “ownership” of the Philippines.
“broken”. Moreover, she still has MUCH to
remember—and we will share that as she is ready to There are hundreds who claim blood relations with
bring it forth. [Mark and I would appreciate it if “father” Marcos and claim to have signature rights
you would post this wherever and whenever (sole) to accounts around the globe.
One claimed rights to Marcos’ deposit in Papua
appropriate. Lots of folks are requesting this
New Guinea and frankly, it may well have been
info. Thanks!—Cathy O’Brien]
THIS IS NEW-AGE WARFARE
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so—BUT, THE GOLD AND ASSETS HAD BEEN
MOVED TO AUSTRALIA. THIS IS NOW BEING
TRACKED TO SEE WHO DECEIVED THE
COUNTRY AND THE MAJOR BANK INVOLVED!
And, NO, that does not involve us AT ALL,
except as if it appears it can be utilized to support
to get gold back into the nation in point. But, you
see, the major gold holdings have been “GONED”.
Even in the Philippines the very Central Bank
shipped off over 96% of its authorized holdings of
gold to such as London to exchange for credit and
backup for trading programs. It too is GONE!
Now, worse perhaps, as to “slippage”, is that the
CIA has never stopped work here and neither has the
Mossad. Certainly, the gold takers have not even slowed
and tonnes of gold are still being shipped out on U.S.
military vessels and stray ships as we speak.
Does the U.S. know this? Of course, it was Mr.
Bush’s plan to start with as Reagan-Marcos and, yes,
with participation of one now recognized as Russell
Herman, planned and orchestrated the program. Russell
just happened to have had the certificate which V.K.
claimed ownership in at least five differing tales.
First she said she found it in an old Bible she
purchased at a garage sale; then she said it was an old
thing she had framed as of interest and hung on her wall;
then she has said recently that the certificate had been in
her family since its issuance in the 1800s.
Facts are—none of those stories are true. And
even if so, it matters not, for the certificate itself
has no value at all any longer since it was changed
out to identifiable ownership through jurat/contract.
That was legally accomplished in 1989.
It is important, however, to not jump to
conclusions, readers. There is no intent of GAIA to
utilize anything without full coverage of hard
collateral. The agreements we have made cover that
which insures accounting, banking records in accuracy
and gives identifiable assets in holding to secure and be
used in a funding nation. It is as simple as rain.
We have had to wait until someone would finally
push through some banking laws which would secure
holdings in transparency and accountability.
With good hope and ability to place into use,
the Congress here just passed an anti-laundering
bill which was announced this morning. Is it
REAL? No, and it is indeed weak—but the
deadline of September 30 was haphazardly met as
set forth through the new events in play.
There is now the search and finger-point at anything
which would connect anything with the ASG or even the
MILF. Sorry, seekers: NOTHING. WE DO NOT
DEAL WITH TERRORISTS—IF WE KNOW AND WE
HAVE CONTRACTS SIGNED, SEALED AND
DELIVERED THAT NO THING FROM GAIA WILL BE
USED IN ANY WAY FOR OTHER THAN
HUMANITARIAN AND MORAL PURPOSES—
PERIOD. So far, except if there is outright theft and
racketeering taking place, which is against the law,
not GAIA, there is nothing yet in use at all. However,
the GAIA program is now well known, recognized as
honorable and valid and there is coming a lessening of
fear of what can be done by the IMF/WB if their
activities are revealed in this anti-laundering
uncovering. WE ARE NOT AT WAR WITH
ANYONE. WAR IS NOT OF GOD! ONLY THOSE
WITH NO IMAGINATION OR CREATIVITY GO
TO WAR TO SOLVE ANYTHING.
And, no, the bin Laden Taliban is NOT OF

ISLAM. Terror in exchange for terror is never a
solution to anything except to ensure WAR.
Neither are the “Judean Hebrew Torahns” of
Zionist Jewish Talmudists. These are the ones who
were the Serpent People who chose a new label to suit
their commercial and Phariseedic posturing.
You had the same thing happening with
Christians who were certainly NOT in much of any
way, Christ-ians.
It is the time of recognition of these imposters
for that which they ARE. But, no, I do not need
to do that—for if you wish to know TRUTH, you
will have to FIND TRUTH.
I would again share with you something out of AND
THEY CALLED HIS NAME IMMANUEL, a Phoenix
Journal. By the way, the first version of the Talmud,
Jmmanuel published. Here is another clue for you with
reference to SPECTRUM—THEY OFTEN QUOTE
FROM THIS BUT CALL IT BY ONE OF THE
FOLLOW-ON BOOKS. Don’t you find that somewhat
interesting? Oh, clues abound, readers!
[QUOTING And They Called His Name Immanuel,
a Phoenix Journal, pages 143-148:]
MOHAMMAD PROPHESIED
Jmmanuel (Immanuel) was silent. And they hit
him again on the head and he moaned in pain and
started to speak, “Verily I say to you, as you beat
and mock me, you, too, shall be beaten and mocked.
The time will come in five times one hundred years
when you shall have to atone for this day. A new
man will rise up in this land and whip and persecute
you, and you shall have to pay with your blood.
“He will create a new cult and have people call him
a prophet, and he shall persecute you through all times.
Even though he will be a false prophet and bring you a
new false doctrine, he has great power and will have
your race persecuted throughout all time to come.
“His name will be Mohammed, and his name will be,
for your kind, horror, misery and death, which will be
of your deserving. Verily, verily I say to you, his name
will be written with blood and his hatred against your
kind will be endless. But since he will be a false prophet
and bring you a false doctrine, so will his cult eventually
be finished, when your kind and his kind will put down
the foundation for a bloody ending for this world.”
These words caused such fury that they got
extremely excited and beat him so brutally that Jmmanuel
collapsed. When he had aroused somewhat, they pulled
the purple coat from him and put his own garments back
on his body and led him away to crucify him.
[END OF QUOTING]
Now, please, do not jump the gun and decide
that somehow Mohammad came along and lied,
cheated and created some king of false “religion”
and do not think somehow that “cult” means some
far-out occult mysticism racket.
No, Mohammad did arrive right on schedule
about 500 years later and brought BACK the truth
of God and Man. He was a prophet and brought
the WORD. He honored God (ALLAH).
Others came along and as with the other “religions”
pronounced their own doctrines, including letting of
blood, violence and now, “terrorism” as a part of
expected behavior. That is NOT ISLAM.
As these ancient scrolls are deciphered and
translated it is impossible to NOT use words which no
longer mean what they meant when first presented.
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Cult, for instance, simply means group, church, or any
bunch of anyone(s) with a common belief or doctrine.
If, for example, you have a gaggle of ladies interested in
nothing but quilting and gather for same, you have a
“cult”. When you make more of the meaning—YOU
ERR and then you go rewrite the dictionary.
Mohammad could not bring fourth “a new false
doctrine”. The most he could do in that arena is
bring fourth “a new doctrine” for “false” has
absolutely no meaning in such a context.
Now you have a cult of Taliban you want to call
the cult of Osama bin Laden. Well, do you see that even
THAT is impossible? People may well wish to follow
“a” leader, and they may wish to follow their own
doctrine but it makes it neither a religion nor a cult. It
simply, as it turns out, is a DEVELOPED evil
organization AT BEST. And THIS one, readers, was
birthed by the Central Intelligence Agency by the United
States of America and the Mossad of Israel. That hardly
qualifies as Islam or Muslim.
You will find that hardly any “original thought” is in
any “religion” relative to one “CHRIST”—so let us stop
the nonsense and take a good hard look at WHAT IS
instead of blaming someone else for your own need for
revenge for something that didn’t even touch ALMOST
ALL of you on the globe or even in the U.S.A.
You have reported only 300 (approx.) deaths (for
sure) in the Trade Center “attacks”. There have been far
worse atrocities elsewhere that you in the U.S. failed to
even REMEMBER today. Where are those other 20,000
people that were supposed to have been in those buildings
that day of Sept. 11? And I repeat: Where are they? It
is said that up to 50,000 people worked in those towers
and it was, after all, the start of a typical Tuesday
morning. Are you going to “just declare” over 6,000
dead and never mind further inspection?
Now, as you listen and watch, the other major “in
trouble” businesses are all but defunct because of this
one incident? I don’t think so and neither should you.
They were already in irreversible disaster mode and
THIS IS THE EXCUSE to let you-the-people pay the bill,
turn on military control and line you up into
marching order to the chicken-plucking station.
I suggest that you who love the macabre side of
story-telling, watch a few of these mind-control movies
being offered—and then turn to the scientific version of
each of these capabilities. Moreover, if you believe that
putting a few armed guards in plain clothes aboard
airlines will end the problem, you are incorrect. This is
whistling in the dark where the odds are very great that
there will not be a replication of this act just passed.
This is why revenge never ends. If you
cannot grow in PEACE, then you shall never have
Peace gained through violence or revenge.
Most of you can’t even get beyond the ego-walls of
individual assumptions of insult, somehow, to self. And,
by the way, you too do that in the name of God and
service unto God. Ponder it and perhaps you will look
at your brother differently, as the song goes.
You even go a bit further and decide you have lost
everything just because God can see better sequence
than can you and acts on that information. How much
have you LOST just to follow the capricious piper right
down primrose lane? Probably more than you even
realize at any given moment of experiencing.
Propaganda turns you the masses into a swarm of
“killer bees” with no intent other than kill. Kill is
“murder”, my friends, and that is without thought of
consequences. How many times can you murder
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Osama bin Laden and might that very act of
vengeance start an incredible and global WAR?
Why isn’t someone chasing after the culprits in
the U.S. intelligence services that allowed this recent
atrocity to evolve—they are far more guilty than
someone in a cave in the outback of desolate
Afghanistan who never saw New York City.
Everybody knows that New York City, in the
financial district, is the very HEART and body of the
Elite Banking Cartel and IS THE PLACE laughingly
called, around the globe, Little Israel. Moreover, such as
Mr. Dershowitz of Legal Fame and a devout Jew calls
the U.S. and is the accepted word: The Jewish Homeland.
He doesn’t even refer to it in connection to “Israel”.
Who else on the globe gets an annual 3 Billion
dollars IN CASH FROM THE U.S. other than Israel,
along with billions of $$ in other ways and means?
Most of the citizens of the U.S., even though this has
been years and years in the service as the same, have
no idea of this hand-out of their assets to the point
that the U.S. is the biggest debtor nation on the face
of the globe—to the International Banksters.
Taxes in the U.S. go to pay the debt—not expenses and
not the principal of any debt—just interest payments.
The Internal Revenue Service is a collection service of the
Banks. It sure must be a good game if you can get it.
NOTHING backs the currency—absolutely nothing but guns.
Am I against Israel? No, as a matter of fact I
even liked it when it was Palestine; before the United
Nations security council decided to make it “Israel”.
When will they give away YOUR country and all your
assets? “They” already have done so—while you
napped. Now all that is left to do is cause you to
stop your whining and be good little slaves.
The question might well be NOW, however: What is
happening now and who is doing what to whom?
Perhaps there are, after all, more facets to the CIA
than you were given to know. It has been said to be.
Surely, the viper isn’t eating its master—is it?
But what of the U.S.A. FBI? You find the
agents just about everywhere and yet, thing after
thing gets hidden or missed, from records to
terrorists in airlines. Moreover, apparently nobody
could get fighters in the sky in time to avert even
one of the hits. That seems quite serious to me.
Well, there is so much to learn and know and
so little time, it seems.
By the way, I might remind you that when you hear
the term Sananda in the context of Christness, please
realize that the term is Egyptian and means “One WITH
God”, or, “Christed”. And “Jammanual” is a
pronunciation of Immanuel. This is usually in reference
to the one labeled “Jesus” by Saul of Tarsus in Greece
AFTER Emanuel (just another spelling) was long gone.
The Bible was not compiled as to the New Bible, for
some 3 centuries later. Perhaps this puts some
seemingly mysterious and occult things into a bit more
historical order for your consideration. And, if your
people, as tribal realizations come to be, had/have never
heard of any of these people—so be it, for it doesn’t
mean Great Spirit is not alive and well on Planet Earth.
Only the tamperings of man bring imperfections as
he dwells in his own importance of ego-demands.
Thank you for sharing your time.
Salu, and know that God blesses YOU if you but
receive.—GCH
Armageddon, my good friends, looms ahead like a
beacon of things to come in the Arab-Holy Lands.
dharma
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The News Desk
By John & Jean Ray
AS U.S. LOOKS FOR BALANCE BETWEEN
FREEDOMS AND SAFETY FROM TERROR,
AMERICANS MAY BE READY
TO LOSE LUXURIES, NOT LIBERTIES
By Tim Jones, Tribune, 9/23/01
No more breezing past the security desk at work,
casually waving your ID card. No more e-tickets or
curbside check-ins at airports. No more coolers at
ballgames. Even the Goodyear blimp, the weekend eye
in the sky hovering above sporting events, is grounded.
That’s only the opening chapter of the national
mobilization against terrorism. On the docket in
Washington and state legislatures around the country are
new anti-terrorism proposals that include the expansion
of electronic-surveillance authority and stronger searchand-seizure powers for law enforcement.
The sacrifice of personal convenience is moving into
the territory of civil liberties, raising the question of how
much Americans will forfeit to achieve a new balance
between long-enjoyed freedoms and security from the
menace of terrorism. Several public opinion surveys
conducted in the week after the Sept. 11 terrorist attacks
suggest a tolerance—with limits—for sacrifice.
An NBC News/Wall Street Journal poll, for instance,
said 78 percent would support reducing some privacy
protections, including those that restrict government
searches and wiretapping. A Gallup poll said most
Americans will put up with the inconvenience of
checking in up to three hours before flights.
“America will have to get used to it,” said Ingrid
Barnes, a university administrator from Tuckahoe, N.Y.
“We have no choice but to get used to it.”
Looking down the road, public opinion polls even
reflect support for a national identity card, long anathema
to civil libertarians and most Americans.
For now, though, security efforts are based
heavily in manpower and precautions that are
restricting access to public areas. In Los Angeles,
security has been stepped up at Dodger Stadium, as
it has at most athletic venues, said Derrick Hall, senior
vice president for the Los Angeles Dodgers.
Specially trained dogs now check every corner of
the stadium for explosives before each game.
Backpacks and oversize bags have been banned, and
more police and security staff have been added. Cars
may not be parked within 100 yards of the stadium,
and ID badges are being more closely scrutinized.
Blimps and small planes trailing banners are no longer
allowed to fly over during games.
Stricter precautions are being taken at other
national tourist landmarks, including Mt. Rushmore,
the St. Louis Gateway Arch, Philadelphia’s
Independence Hall and Disney World.
At Seattle’s Space Needle, workers are
checking every backpack, purse and gift.
“Three weeks ago, that would have been
unacceptable,” said Dean Nelson, president and chief
executive officer of the Space Needle Corporation in
Seattle. “But most guests now are grateful. ‘Search me,
please!’ is the comment we’re getting from a lot of people.”

After the terrorist attacks, management transformed
the Waldorf Towers and the Waldorf-Astoria hotel in
New York into a fortified block of midtown Manhattan.
Under normal circumstances, there were seven ways to
get into and out of the hotels. Now there are two, as
many checkpoints as entrances.
Purses and briefcases are checked by hand or passed
through a machine. Reservations at hotel restaurants are
required to enter the building. Guests must show their room
keys before they can enter the hotel. Hotel employees
must show ID before they are allowed into elevators.
How long people will tolerate the measures is
anyone’s guess.
“I don’t think people will bristle at the added
measures,” said Thomas Morgan, a construction
worker in downtown Los Angeles. “We have a very
big problem on our hands and Americans will do
whatever it takes to deal with it.”
Americans, according to the Gallup poll, do have
their limits. They are not willing to allow police to
stop people for random searches, nor do they support
making it easier for authorities to read mail and email. However, 58 percent said they would back
additional airport security checks of Arabs, even if
they were American citizens.
Frank Newport, editor in chief of the Gallup Poll,
said there is no question that the public level of
acceptance of much tighter security has changed. “What
would not have been acceptable two weeks ago they are
now willing to consider. It is wartime footing,” Newport
said. “The devil, though, is in the details.”
It is not clear where the support for increased
security will lead, nor is it known how long this public
tolerance will last. Support for measures that seem
imperative in the wake of the terrorist attacks may not
hold up three months from now. As Newport said,
“everything has kind of changed.”
Atty. Gen. John Ashcroft wants the law regarding
phone taps to be widened, allowing surveillance to be
directed at individuals rather than specific phone numbers.
Changes in telecommunications—particularly the huge
growth in the number of cell phones—made old rules
obsolete, Ashcroft said. Ashcroft also is pressing for
new search powers for police as part of the
administration’s anti-terrorism package.
Former U.S. Sen. Paul Simon of Illinois said he would
advise Congress and the White House to move slowly.
“When it comes to basic civil liberties and laws
regarding wiretapping and holding immigrants
indefinitely, I think we have to move cautiously
because once you give up these freedoms, even
after the initial danger disappears, you don’t get
those freedoms back,” Simon said.
“In times of stress we sometimes do things
that we later regret,” he said.
During times of conflict the nation has produced a
blemished record on the protection of civil liberties.
President Abraham Lincoln allowed people to be held
without being charged with a crime. President Woodrow
Wilson targeted dissidents and immigrants who he
believed were advocating Bolshevik-inspired anarchy.
President Franklin Roosevelt authorized the internment of
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Japanese-Americans. Loyalty oaths became common
amid the growing communist worries during the
administration of President Harry Truman. Courts,
whose rulings effectively bowed to the government’s
desire to protect security, rejected most legal
challenges to those moves.
With that in mind, an unusually diverse political
coalition including the American Civil Liberties Union, the
American Conservative Union and Phyllis Schlafly’s Eagle
Forum last week urged U.S. leaders to “resist the
temptation… that anything that may be called antiterrorist will necessarily provide greater security.”
The terrorism crisis has spawned an increasing
debate over steps that should be taken through legislation
and technology. Some of the proposed solutions are
drawn from heavy airport security measures in Europe,
where terrorism has been a problem for decades.
Andreas Carleton-Smith, vice president of North
American operations for London-based Control Risks
Group, said that generally law-enforcement officials
should be given greater leeway in their work against
terrorists. He said U.S. cities might come to imitate
measures taken in London and cities in Northern Ireland.
“They can put a ring of steel around those cities,”
he said, referring to the cordon that police can throw
around cities when there is a terrorist threat.
Carleton-Smith said these actions cause huge
disruptions in traffic and anger commuters who
encounter long delays. “But beside each of those
checkpoints they have signs that say, ‘Don’t blame us,
blame the terrorists,’” he said.
“People, I think, will put up with the measures
because they seem relevant to the situation right
now,” Carleton-Smith said. “Down the road
people may start to get annoyed.”
Bill Randle, chairman of the Smart Card
Alliance, a technology industry trade group, said
airports could resolve many problems by embracing
ID cards imbedded with a computer chip. The card
would contain personal information, such as a
fingerprint, that could be checked against records
kept by the U.S. government, state motor vehicles
departments and others. [Emphasis JR]
“That kind of system could be implemented within
a six-month time period at a much lower cost that some
of the other measures being talked about,” Randle said.
“We don’t have to be hunkered down and worried about
terrorists for the next 10 years.”
Carleton-Smith said he has his doubts about new
technology solutions. “There are those kinds of technical
products out there, but I don’t know if we are going to
see wide use of such things. These are suicide bombers,
and smart cards are not going to stop suicide bombers.”
Gary Hart, co-chairman of the U.S. Commission on
National Security/21 st Century, a bipartisan panel
appointed to study the nation’s readiness to withstand
attacks, said public reaction to security efforts is going
to depend on government response.
“My sense of the American people is that
they’re resilient, that if the rules make sense…
people will do whatever it takes,” said Hart, a
former U.S. senator from Colorado.
“Now if it slips over into nonsense, that’s
when Americans kind of dig in their heels. But
who’s to know when that happens?” he said. “If
the president’s rhetoric is right about this being a
war and if I’m right about there being other
attacks, then, yes, we’re going to have to change
lifestyle up to a point that’s reasonable.”

BUSH SUBMITS HIS LAWS FOR WAR
By Declan McCullagh, Wired News, 9/20/01
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nations, could be used against Americans. Information
gathered from Echelon and other electronic surveillance
by foreign governments could be used against
Americans “even if the collection would have violated
the Fourth Amendment”, according to the Justice
Department’s analysis of MATA.
· The Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA), a law
that created a secret court to approve spy
investigations, would be broadened and made more
powerful. Searches and surveillance under FISA
would become permissible for one year, instead of
the current limit of 45 to 90 days.
· Using this new version of FISA, prosecutors could
look through the records of any business, credit card
company or Internet provider with an “administrative
subpoena” that does not require a judge’s approval.
· A non-U.S. citizen suspected of being a terrorist
could be detained immediately by federal
authorities without a court order.
· The statute of limitations for terrorism-related crimes
would be eliminated.
· Nobody would be able to possess certain chemicals or
biological agents unless they can prove they have a
“peaceful purpose” for doing so.
· State bar associations’ ethics rules—that may limit the
ability of Justice Department attorneys to approve
undercover investigations—would no longer apply.
· DNA samples would be taken from all convicted felons.
In a statement, the San Francisco-based Electronic Frontier
Foundation said that this “broad legislation would radically tip
the United States’ system of checks and balances, giving the
government unprecedented authority to surveil American
citizens with little judicial or other oversight”.
The American Civil Liberties Union said Wednesday:
“Under the proposed legislation, legal and non-legal
immigrants alike would be denied a hearing or any way
to contest the accusations against them. This is an
unprecedented move inconsistent with the pledge of our
leaders not to respond to the terrorist attacks in a way
that degrades our system of justice.”
[JR: I have to ask why Americans seem so eager to
hand their freedom and their liberties over to the
powers in Washington D.C. If you really look over
these security measures, it appears that Washington
is more afraid of us than the terrorists. President
Bush and Company—Cheney, Powell, Rumsfeld, Rice,
the CIA and FBI, etc. are the ones who should be held
accountable for the tragedy that struck the U.S. I
question why known terrorists had such easy access in
and out of the U.S. and were able to move about freely
to plan and plot their terror. Why do we have
unlimited immigration with little or no oversight? A
terrorist act was committed in the U.S., so why are our
troops and reservist being sent overseas—and why
aren’t they committed here to secure our borders and
coastlines? Where are our shelters to protect us
against predicted future attacks? Face it—power,
control, finance, and the economy mean more to
Washington than the people! Demand answers or face
a future without hope or promise.]

WASHINGTON—President Bush sent his anti-terrorism
bill to Congress late Wednesday, launching an emotional debate
that will force U.S. politicians to choose between
continued freedom for Americans or greater security.
Created in response to last week’s bloody attacks,
the draft “Mobilization Against Terrorism Act” (MATA)
rewrites laws dealing with wiretapping, eavesdropping and
immigration. The draft, intended to increase prosecutors’
courtroom authority, also unleashes the government’s
Echelon and Carnivore spy systems.
“We will call upon the Congress of the United States
to enact these important anti-terrorism measures,” Attorney
General John Ashcroft said this week. “We need these
tools to fight the terrorism threat which exists in the United
States, and we must meet that growing threat.”
At a press conference Thursday in Washington,
scores of organizations from across the political spectrum
urged politicians to tread carefully and protect civil
liberties during wartime. The In Defense of Freedom
coalition says it hopes to prevent a repetition of earlier
wars that heralded greater government powers and
sharply curtailed freedoms.
During the Civil War, President Lincoln suspended
the writ of habeas corpus, interfered with freedom of
speech and of the press and ordered that suspected
political criminals be tried before military tribunals. After
declaring war in 1917, Congress banned using the U.S.
mail to send any material urging “treason, insurrection or
forcible resistance to any law”.
President Wilson asked Congress to go even further:
His draft of the Espionage Act included a $10,000 fine and
10 years imprisonment for anyone publishing information
that could be useful to the enemy. The House of
Representatives narrowly defeated it by a vote of 184-144.
This is the inevitable result of war: In national
emergencies, even in liberal democracies, the uneasy
relationship between freedom and order edges toward
greater government power and control.
“There is no reason to think that future wartime
presidents will act differently from Lincoln, Wilson or
Roosevelt, or that future justices of the Supreme Court
will decide questions differently from their predecessors,”
William Rehnquist, chief justice of the U.S. Supreme
Court, wrote in a book published in 1998.
“It is neither desirable nor is it remotely likely that civil
liberty will occupy as favored a position in wartime as it does
in peacetime,” Rehnquist wrote in All the Laws But One.
This time, there seems to be little interest in enacting
laws against free expression—but the draft version of
MATA would curtail privacy in hopes of thwarting future
terrorist attacks. It says:
· Police wiretap powers would be expanded, and
Carnivore’s utility increased. Any U.S. attorney or
state attorney general could order the installation of the
FBI’s Carnivore Net-surveillance system in emergency
situations without obtaining a court order first.
· Voicemail messages would be easier for law enforcement
investigators to obtain. A search warrant would be
DEFINING ‘HOMELAND DEFENSE’
required, instead of a wiretap order that brings with it
a higher level of court scrutiny.
By M.E. Sprengelmeyer,
· Wiretapping would become easier. Currently, police are
Scripps Howard News Service, 9/21/01
required to perform “normal investigative procedures”
before tapping, a requirement that would no longer apply.
Two years ago this week, the U.S. Commission on
· Echelon, the National Security Agency’s shadowy data- National Security issued an ominous warning.
collection system operated in conjunction with friendly
“We should expect conflicts in which
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adversaries, because of cultural affinities different
from our own, will resort to forms and levels of
violence shocking to our sensitivities,” the commission
said in its report, “New World Coming”.
The report was looking ahead 25 years. Few people
imagined it would happen this soon.
It took the Sept. 11 attacks on the World Trade
Center and Pentagon to make the commission’s focus,
“homeland defense”, a national catch phrase. Now,
underneath public statements about bipartisan unity, there
is disagreement about how to interpret it into a
meaningful counter-terrorism strategy on the home front.
On Thursday, President Bush announced he
will appoint Pennsylvania Gov. Tom Ridge, a
Republican, to a new Cabinet-level position
overseeing the Office of Homeland Security.
Ridge’s job, White House officials explained Friday,
is to develop a comprehensive national strategy to
strengthen “homeland preparedness and security”. That
means coordinating existing efforts now scattered among
federal, state and local agencies.
It would mean taking information about terrorists
supplied by the FBI or others, piecing it together with other
information, and turning it into defensive actions, such as
increased airport security, or beefed-up protection of
everything from computer networks to water supplies.
“The key here, when it comes to homeland defense,
is to have one very effective person at the pinnacle of it
who can help coordinate it,” White House spokesman Ari
Fleischer told reporters Friday.
Ridge’s selection was praised by both Republicans
and Democrats, but exactly how much authority he will
have is still a murky question.
“Nobody knows what it is,” said John Tagami, spokesman
for the Senate Governmental Affairs Committee, which
held a hearing on “homeland defense” Friday.
Former Sens. Gary Hart and Warren Rudman, who
co-chaired the Commission on National Security, said
they want to go a step further than Bush, folding the
U.S. Customs Service, Border Patrol, Coast Guard and
Federal Emergency Management Agency into a new
department headed by Ridge.
“As of today, literally, these people can’t talk
to each other,” said Rep. Mac Thornberry, RTexas, who introduced a bill in March to create an
umbrella National Homeland Security Agency.
Thornberry and others worry that Ridge’s power to
shift budget priorities and issue directives could be limited
if he is not given a separate agency to oversee.
As a side effect, Thornberry’s plan would accomplish
something many immigration reformers want: separating the
law-enforcement powers of the Border Patrol from the
Immigration and Naturalization Service, which could then
focus on helping people become citizens legally.
Whatever shape it takes, “homeland defense” is
not entirely new.
Claire Rubin, an emergency management consultant
in Arlington, Va., who has studied natural and humancaused disasters going back to the 1960s, noted that the
federal government has repeatedly reorganized civil
defense in the wake of major events.
“I have been worried for several years that the
demands of counterterrorism planning being placed on
state and local emergency officials was too heavy,”
Rubin said. “We’ve had a problem drawing the
lines between crisis management, dealing with the
threat, and consequence management, handling the
aftermath when the threat materializes.”
In particular, while they appreciate the terrorism

training provided through the Justice Department, the FBI
has not been the easiest partner to work with and there has
been concern that the Federal Emergency Management
Agency was being pushed to a secondary role.
“We really haven’t had a national assessment of the
risks and capacity that we need to respond to these
incidents,” Rubin said, “and there’s a lot that needs to be
fixed at the national level, and hopefully this new office
will be able to make that happen.”
[JR: This new agency is just another bureaucracy
that duplicates what FEMA, NSA, FBI, CIA and the
Justice Department were—or supposed to be—doing.
How many agencies will have to be “coordinated”
to get things done in this country? We have a lot
of rhetoric but damn little in direct action to
protect our “homeland” and its people. We as a
people are relinquishing our responsibilities to
officials in D.C. whose prime directive is to entrap
us in their prison of power and control.]
NEW PEACE MOVEMENT FOR A NEW WAR
By Marc Berley, Scripps Howard News Service,
Capitol Hill Blue, 9/24/01
Just as America must fight a “new kind of war”, so
it must deal with a new kind of peace movement, one
that blames American foreign policy for the recent
terrorist attack. Blame the hateful mass murderers
seeking martyrdom in their radical holy war against
America? Not the new peace movement—it’s a part of
a global war against America.
Those who opposed U.S. military action in the past
questioned the right of America to protect its interests in
other countries. That questioning centered on two issues:
the definition of American interests and our right to impose
our interests on others. These have always been reasonable
questions, whatever one’s view in particular cases.
The new peace movement has nothing to do with
reasonable questions. “Where is the acknowledgment
that this was not a ‘cowardly’ attack on ‘civilization’ or
‘liberty’ or ‘humanity’ or ‘the free world’ but an attack
on the world’s self-proclaimed superpower, undertaken
as a consequence of specific American alliances and
actions?” So asked Susan Sontag in The New Yorker.
Never before have so many Americans been killed
on American soil. But the new self-proclaimed peaceniks
are anti-American cultural warriors willing to sink to
unimaginable moral equivalencies.
Whereas the old peace movement questioned America’s
right to kill people in other countries when no attack on
American soil had occurred, the new peace movement
defends the brutal killing of thousands of Americans on the
grounds that America got what it had coming.
The new peace movement doubtless recalls the old.
The latter began with communist sympathizers who
excused the Soviet Union its innumerable crimes against
humanity, seeing capitalism as the world’s great evil.
Having adjusted to the end of the Cold War, the new peace
movement hates America for being the world’s sole remaining
superpower. And it wants that power eviscerated.
Unmoved to anger against the perpetrators of
the atrocious violence of September 11th, the new
peaceniks merely heat up their longstanding anger
against America. Deplorably, they turn the death
of thousands of innocent lives into an opportunity
to point a cold ideological finger at America.
In its extremism, the new peace movement has
something in common with Jerry Falwell: the refusal to
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blame those responsible for the September 11th atrocity,
choosing instead to blame America. Falwell blames
America for harboring heretics. The peaceniks blame
America for harboring Americans. Put the two
together and you get the holy war of Osama bin Laden,
the jihad declared against the U.S. by the Taliban.
So far the percentage of Americans who blame
America is small. But those who do blame America
congregate in places that shape the future of American
culture: our nation’s college and university campuses.
Anyone who thought that the loss of more than
6,000 lives on American soil might have led to
unanimous patriotic compassion even at America’s
campuses was too hopeful. The Sontag sentiment is
highly audible on campus. The day after the
September 11th attack, one of my Columbia students
voiced this representative reaction: “I hope it will
cause America to examine its foreign policy decisions.”
Like the old one, the new peace movement is rooted
in our universities. Thus, it is ruled by political
correctness, which, after expunging America’s virtues
and exaggerating its crimes, credits America’s most
vicious enemies with political and moral validity.
As part of its anti-American campaign, political
correctness teaches young Americans to identify their
country as a global oppressor and to regard the rest of
the world as blameless victims. It not only urges
identification with such victims but also encourages
students to see themselves as victims too. Thus they can
simultaneously identify with the victims of the September
11th attack and blame the oppressive United States. Off
campus, Americans are united, and their present unity is
a beauty to behold. A New York Times/CBS poll shows
85 percent supporting military action against whoever is
responsible for the recent attacks. But once America
starts fighting, opposition will grow. The same poll
shows there is already less support for a protracted war
than for a short one. And this “new kind of war” is
likely to be a very long one.
If we are to win this long war against terrorism, the next
generation will have to be another great generation. Lines at
recruitment offices for America’s armed forces suggest it just
might be exactly that. But courageous, patriotic young
Americans will find their peers using the cloak of a new
“peace” movement to make a war against them.
[JR: Perhaps the few that are informed can say:
America, you have done wrong through your foreign
policies and wrongs have been done to you. Will a long,
extended and protracted war bring peace to anyone?]
WHAT KORAN SAYS ABOUT WARFARE
By Stephen Franklin and
Noreen Ahmed-Ullah, Perspective, 9/23/01
In the early years of Islam’s founding, when the
religion was under siege, the Prophet Muhammad
issued a critical message to his followers.
Having just returned from a minor struggle, Muslims
now face a larger struggle, he said. The minor struggle
was the battle just fought. But the more important
struggle was ahead: the struggle against evil and
temptation, the struggle to make a good and just society.
The word in Arabic for struggle is jihad—a word
that has haunted Islam for centuries.
Because of horrible deeds done in the name of Islam
and the misunderstanding of the concept of jihad, Islam
has often been branded as a fierce religion forever poised
on the edge of a holy war instead of one that exhorts its
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followers to live just and tolerant lives.
But confusion about the concept of jihad is just one
of many that have left non-Muslims as well as Muslims
with different views of Islam from that provided in the
Koran, Muslim’s holy book, in Muhammad’s sayings, or
in the teachings of Muslim scholars.
How this came about is not hard to understand.
“There is no Islamic pope, no single authority in
Islam that can excommunicate people,” said Matthew
Cenzer, coordinator of Northwestern University’s
Institute for the Study of Islamic Thought in Africa.
That doesn’t mean Islam has been racked by divisive
and dissenting views. The religion has largely been
grounded on ideas held by the majority of Muslim leaders
and scholars. Nonetheless, there have been hard-liners, as
in almost every religion, who have stood their ground on
the fringes of society. To many Islamic scholars, master
terrorist Osama bin Laden is one of them.
These are people who pin their lives on literal
readings of the Koran. They identify with the Wahhabi
sect that took root a century ago in Saudi Arabia,
instilling a Puritanism there, and with today’s militants
who see the world in black and white. But that is not
the way to understand Islam, experts say.
The Koran is a complex, somewhat cryptic and
sometimes seemingly contradictory text that can be hard
to understand, they say. Only by combining the Koran
with Muhammad’s sayings and scholars’ works can the
religion be understood, they say.
Even then the message has been lost.
“The reality is that every single person that reads the
text reads through his or her lenses,” said Farid Esack,
an Islamic studies professor at the Union Theological
Seminary in New York City who studied with some of
the leaders of the Taliban, Afghanistan’s rulers, in
Pakistan. “It is not helpful, in the case of religious
radicalism, to say or to ask where do they get
justification for the text, because the reality is they find
in the text what they want to find.”
The problem is, the militants’ message finds
resonance among angry and frustrated Muslims who do
not find the same solace in scholarly wisdom.
Muslim militants say, for example, that they become
martyrs if they commit suicide when carrying out violence.
And they expect God to welcome them into heaven.
A few Muslim scholars have agreed with them, but
Ebrahim Moosa, a South African-born Muslim scholar and
religion professor at Duke University, strongly disagrees.
“The whole idea of a martyr or shahid is that you
fight until death and you give your life for God and
community. But you don’t go into battle saying ‘I will
die,’” he said. As proof, he recounts one of
Muhammad’s sayings about a martyr, who is rejected by
God when he arrives in heaven. God tells him: “You
gave your life so people could remember you as a cause.
You didn’t do it to satisfy me,” Moosa said.
As Moosa and others point out, Islam condones a “just”
war and sets down rules on when and how to fight one.
Thus, Muslims can wage war only after all else has
failed and they are fighting against injustice, oppression
and on behalf of those expelled from their homes.
“If the enemy says, ‘Let’s make peace,’ then you
must make peace with them. You don’t start killing
them,” said Aminah McCloud, a Muslim and professor of
Islamic studies at DePaul University.
“The Koran says: ‘Fight those who fight you,
but don’t transgress. Do not let the injustice of
others lead you to injustice,’” said Khaled Abou El
Fadl, an Islamic law scholar at UCLA.

“The prophet says do not kill a woman or a child,
or a hermit, a farmer plowing his field, do not kill a
person who is not carrying a weapon against you, do
not poison the water wells, do not set fire to the
enemy’s camp and do not cut down trees,” he said.
“This is not unrestrained, open warfare, this is a
notion of proportional warfare.”
Islam allows only heads of nations to declare war, and
they must rely on the advice of religious scholars, said
Osman Bakar, a Malaysian-born professor of Islam at
Georgetown University in Washington. When people cannot
overcome persecution, they are allowed to rise up, he added.
“But it must be based on consensus. It cannot be
just the opinions of one man or group,” he said.
When it comes to tolerance, Moosa’s favorite verse
from the Koran is about the bee that gathers from all of
the world’s fruit to create a rich new blend.
“To me, that says that humans are allowed to take
form and create new things,” he said. “How else could
Islam have survived for 1,400 years if it wasn’t open to
change, creativity and adoption?”
[JR: The main point is that a jihad is a struggle
against evil and temptation and to make a good
and just society. Have the Muslim and Arab
people been given the right to do that and to
assist those who have been made homeless? The
Koran is open to interpretation to justify causes,
just as the Bible has been. Knowing truth and
becoming informed makes all the difference.]
U.S. MAY SEE ISRAEL AS
OBSTACLE TO COALITION
By Herb Keinon, Jerusalem Post, 9/21/01
JERUSALEM—Foreign Ministry officials are
concerned that Israel is increasingly being perceived
as an obstacle to American attempts to build its
anti-terror coalition, something that could have
dangerous diplomatic ramifications for Israel.
An Israeli diplomat in the U.S. sent a cable to the
ministry recently warning that “if Israel will find itself on
the wrong side of the equation the U.S. is trying to
present, the diplomatic damage will be tremendous, and
I am not exaggerating in estimating that there will be real
ramifications for U.S.-Israeli relations”.
Diplomatic officials maintain that one of the reasons
Foreign Minister Shimon Peres is so keen on meeting
Palestinian Authority Chairman Yasser Arafat now is
because U.S. President George W. Bush has requested
it, and Peres does not want Israel to appear as the
country at this time saying “no” to the U.S. president.
Both the Washington Post and the Los Angeles Times
have in recent days run editorials criticizing Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon for saying no to Bush and canceling
a planned Arafat-Peres meeting last week.
This train of thought is not limited to these two
papers, but also was in ample evidence at a couple of
telling press conferences held in Washington this week.
At the White House, for instance, spokesman Ari
Fleischer was asked: “Does the president have some
indication now whether Israel will be a willing partner or
a hindrance to this coalition that’s being assembled?”
Fleischer responded: “Well, the president hopes that all
nations around the world will help to resolve this matter.
And he’s going to have continued conversations with
Israel and with the government of Israel.
“But it’s also important for Israel and for the
Palestinian Authority to do all they can to seize this
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opportunity to move forward on peace in the Middle East
which will, in and of itself, be a major contribution to
reducing terrorism and violence around the world.”
In another press conference, this time at the
State Department, U.S. Secretary of State Colin
Powell was asked point blank: “Ariel Sharon has
not been terribly helpful, it seems, in this [coalition
building]. A lot of Arab countries are saying we
have to do something about this conflict and we have
to restrain Sharon or a coalition isn’t going to fly.”
Powell’s response: “I think we do have to do
something about the situation in the Middle East. And
I never lose sight of the fact that one of the
underlying continuing problems we will have—we had
it before 11 September, we’re going to have it for the
foreseeable future—is that we have to get into the
Mitchell Plan and we have to get back to negotiations
in due course. And so I can assure you, I haven’t
taken the United States’ eye off that ball.”
In the cable to the Foreign Ministry from the
senior diplomat, the official wrote that there are
nascent signs in the U.S. media linking the IsraeliPalestinian conflict, and Israel’s policies in the Middle
East, to the attacks in New York and Washington.
The diplomat argued that this topic will gain
currency on the U.S. agenda as the U.S. attempts to
build an anti-terror coalition, and it becomes clear that
Israeli and U.S. interests on the matter are not identical.
“The basic support for Israel will not be replaced by
support for the Palestinians, but a rethinking of basic
American position is conceivable as long as the conflict
in the Middle East is seen as hindering the building of a
coalition, holding up American policy, and even damaging
wider American interests,” the cable read.
[JR: The pressure is on Israel to negotiate (for now)
with Arafat and those meetings are forthcoming. Is
this a sincere effort on Israel’s part or are they just
biding their time until other events (planned) divert
world attention and rally to another crusade?]
WILL CONVENTIONAL WEAPONS BE ENOUGH?
By Paul Sperry, WorldNetDaily.com, 9/16/01
WASHINGTON—Ten years ago, foreign enemies
watched, slack-jawed, as U.S. armed forces put on a
high-tech show in the Persian Gulf.
They previously had no idea what U.S. military
capabilities were, especially in the areas of night vision,
sensors and weapons technology. And everyone from
China to Iran to Syria were shocked at the ease with which
the U.S. smashed Saddam Hussein’s vaunted army.
“They said, ‘Gee, we didn’t know we could get our
clocks cleaned like that,’” said Dave Klimaj, a former
Defense Department engineer who worked on night-vision
and sensors technology. “So they spent the next 10 years
stealing our technology—that is, when [former President]
Clinton wasn’t handing it to them on a silver platter.”
“During the Clinton years,” he said, “military-defense
technologies were shipped overseas in a giant fire sale.”
Peter Leitner, a Pentagon export-control officer,
agrees that the previous administration’s relaxation of
controls on dual-use exports has given U.S. enemies—
namely China and the anti-American terrorist states it reexports U.S. military-related technology to—an
unnecessary leg-up in conventional warfare.
“Clinton effectively dismantled the militaryrelated export controls regime,” said Leitner, who
reviews dual-use export license applications for the
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Defense Threat Reduction Agency.
“And now, that technology is gone,” said
Klimaj, who retired from the Pentagon last year.
“You can’t pull it back. It’s overseas.”
In the new war against terrorism, expected to start
any day now, Klimaj predicts that American forces will
“see our technologies being shot back at us”.
He also suspects the ruling Taliban militia of
Afghanistan, with whom China has unusually close
ties, may use American sensors and other
technology to track and target American forces.
“We’ll use that to shoot at them, but you don’t think
they’ll be so stupid that they won’t see us coming with
our technology?” he said. “The cat’s out of the bag.”
“That’s the worst thing,” he added. “When we go
to war, we’re fighting our own technology now,
because it’s all gone. And they’re all laughing at us.”
Klimaj doubts missile strikes or carpet-bombing will
do the job in Afghanistan, where the terrain is so rugged,
and soldiers so dug in, that the invading Soviet army
eventually gave up and retreated. In 1998, U.S. forces
pumped some 60 Tomahawk cruise missiles into Osama
bin Laden’s terrorist training camps in Khost,
Afghanistan, and they didn’t touch bin Laden.
Enter the “n”-word. Klimaj thinks, regrettably,
that the U.S. may have to resort to using lowgrade tactical nuclear weapons this time.
“I don’t think the conventional weapons will work,”
he said. “I think we may have to use little nukes.”
“Nobody likes to see that word [nuke], but you can’t
carpet-bomb Afghanistan,” Klimaj argued. “It didn’t do
any good in Vietnam. It really didn’t work that well in the
Gulf. And it’s not going to do anything now.”
[JR: It’s been hinted that this war against
terrorists will be a secret one, so who can say
what weapons of destruction we are prepared to
use. Nukes could be on the top of the list or the
ominous neutron bomb that only kills people.]
PAKISTAN’S EX-SPY CHIEF BLAMES MOSSAD
By Arnaud De Borchgrave, Virtual New York, 10/26/01
RAWALPINDI, PAKISTAN (UPI)—The Sept. 11
terrorist attacks on the United States were perpetrated
by renegade U.S. Air Force elements working in
conjunction with Mossad, the Israeli intelligence
service, according to the retired Pakistani general who
is closest to the Taliban and Osama bin Laden.
Gen. Hameed Gul, head of Inter Services
Intelligence, the equivalent of a CIA-cum-FBI
combination, during the war against the Soviet
occupation of Afghanistan, spent two weeks in the
war-torn country immediately prior to Sept. 11. He
has been acting as “strategic adviser” to Pakistan’s
extremist religious political parties.
Four religious leaders left his house in the army’s
principal garrison town as this reporter arrived at 9:30
p.m. Tuesday. The interview lasted 90 minutes.
Already countless millions of Muslims believe that the
World Trade Center and Pentagon suicide attacks
were part of a Mossad plot to force the United States
into confrontation with the Muslim world.
Now Gul has added a new disinformation wrinkle
to the plot. And what Gul says or writes is taken at
face value by religious leaders and is repeated in
thousands of mosques at Friday prayers.
In an exclusive interview with United Press
International, the fundamentalist general said it is now

clear that there was also a plot by U.S. Air Force
officers against the Pentagon. “The twin towers were
first attacked at 8:45 a.m.,” he said, “and four flights
were diverted from their assigned air space, and yet
Air Force jets didn’t scramble until 10 a.m. That
smacks of a small-scale Air Force rebellion, a coup
attempt against the Pentagon perhaps?
Radars are jammed, transponders fail. No IFF—
friend or foe identification—challenge... This was clearly
an inside job. (President) Bush was afraid and rushed to
the shelter of a nuclear bunker. “(Bush) clearly feared
a nuclear situation. Who could that have been? Will
that also be hushed up in the investigation, like the
Warren Report after the Kennedy assassination?”
Gul said that his friend bin Laden had sworn to him
on the Koran that he was not involved. “From a cave
inside a mountain or a peasant’s hovel,” Gul asked, how
could bin Laden mount such a sophisticated operation?
“Let’s be serious,” he said with a smile. “Mossad and
its American associates are the obvious culprits,” he
added by asking, “Who benefits from the crime?” Asked
why Israel would benefit, Gul replied, “Israel knows it
has a short shelf-life before it is overwhelmed by
demographics (and it) has now handed the (Bush
administration) the opportunity it has been waiting
for to consolidate America’s imperial grip on the
Gulf and acquire control of the Caspian basin by
extending its military presence in Central Asia.”
Gul said the U.S. plan was “the destabilization
of Pakistan because it is a Muslim nuclear state.
The U.S. wants to isolate Pakistan from China as
part of its containment policy.
President Nixon’s book The Real War said China
would be the superpower of the 21st Century. The U.S.
is also creating hostility between Pakistan and
Afghanistan, two Muslim states, to reverse the perception
that the Islamic world now has its own nuclear weapons.
“‘Bush 43’ doesn’t realize he is being manipulated by
people who understand geopolitics. He is not leading but
being led. All he can do is think in terms of the
wanted-dead-or-alive culture which is how
Hollywood conditions the masses to think and act.”
“Bush 43” is actually Washington shorthand for
distinguishing President George W. Bush from his
father. President George W. Bush is the 43rd
president: George Bush Sr. was the 41st.
Gul admitted that he turned against America when the
United States walked away from Afghanistan following the
Soviet withdrawal in 1989. “We were all pro-American
(during the war) but then America left us in the lurch and
everything went to pieces, including Afghanistan.”
Asked if the United States was now his enemy,
Gul replied, “Is the U.S. national interest in
contradiction with the Muslim world?
“The U.S. needs oil, as do its European allies. You
have between 6 and 8 million American Muslims and
their ranks are growing. About the same number in
Europe. Israel aside, we are America’s natural allies.”
Professor Sam Huntington in his book Clash of
Civilizations puts Confucius and Judeo-Christians in one
corner, and us in the other. His prescription is wrong
but is being adopted by Bush 43 who has now put 60
countries on his hit list. This is the diabolical school
that wants to launch an anti-Muslim ‘crusade’. Muslims
understood what Bush meant when he used that word.
We need a meeting, not a clash, of civilizations. “If
Pakistan gives the U.S. base facilities,” Gul warned, “we will
have a national upheaval” and if the United States attacks
Afghanistan, there will be “a general jihad (holy war)... and
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Pakistan will be engulfed in the firestorm. So I can only
hope that cooler heads will prevail in Washington.”
Asked to consider the possibility that bin Laden—or
OBL as he is referred to in Pakistani conversations—was
lying to him and is indeed guilty as charged by the United
States, Gul said, “If Taliban are given irrefutable evidence
of his guilt, I am in favor of a fair trial. In America one is
entitled to a jury of peers. But he has no American
peers. The Taliban would not object, in the event of a prima
face case, to an international Islamic court meeting in The
Hague. They would extradite Osama to the Netherlands.”
[JR: Some important points to ponder here. Prior
to the attack on our soil the U.S. had made minimal
effort to take a positive position on the Muslim
issues. Did the Air Force delay ordering jet fighters
into action? Is our “secret war” to gain a foothold
in Central Asia to contain China? In persuading
Pakistan to cooperate with the U.S. is this to trigger
a confrontation between Muslims and save Israel
from doing it? Bush W. as well as our past
presidents have been led to serve those who not only
understand geopolitics but they create it. They
manipulate the events that impact us all.]
EGYPT REJECTS U.S. COALITION,
UPGRADES TIES WITH IRAQ
WORLD TRIBUNE.COM, 9/21/01
CAIRO—As a policy debate rages at top levels
in the Bush administration over attacking the
regime of President Saddam Hussein, Egypt is
moving to improve relations with Iraq.
Egyptian diplomats said President Hosni
Mubarak plans to raise the level of representation
between Baghdad and Cairo to the level of
ambassador. They said diplomatic ties would be
raised commensurate to the level of trade relations.
Egypt has refused to participate in a U.S.-led
military coalition against Saudi billionaire fugitive
Osama bin Laden or any of his government
sponsors. Instead, Mubarak has called for a United
Nations-sponsored conference on international
terrorism, Middle East Newsline reports.
Egypt has sent a new charge d’affaires to
Baghdad. He is Hussein Zoghbi, a 59-year-old
former ambassador to Eritrea.
In an interview to the Egyptian official Middle
East News Agency, Zoghbi said Egyptian-Iraqi
relations would soon be renewed at the level of full
diplomatic ties. He said such relations are
developing in cooperation with Iraq.
Egypt and Iraq have agreed to increase trade
relations, including the establishment of a free trade
zone. Iraq has also agreed to increase the number
of Egyptian laborers in the country.
Zoghbi said his job would focus on
representing Egyptian nationals in Iraq.
[JR: Egypt is distancing itself from the
longstanding and “presumed” partnership with
the U.S. and Israel. Seems like the lines are
being drawn in the sands of the Middle East.]
SENATORS SUPPORT BASE CLOSINGS
USA TODAY, 9/26/01
WASHINGTON (AP)—The Senate narrowly
endorsed a new round of base closings Tuesday,
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supporting the Bush administration’s bid to shed
unneeded facilities and use the money to fight the war
against terrorism. The vote was 53-47, with Democrats
giving greater support to President Bush’s initiative
than he got from his fellow Republicans, many of
whom contended the nation shouldn’t mothball bases
just as it gears up for an extended battle. It was the
first roll call vote taken as the Senate opened debate
on the $343 billion defense authorization bill for the
next fiscal year, which begins Oct. 1.
Just before the vote, Sen. John Warner, R-Va.,
the top Republican on the Armed Services
Committee, read part of a letter from Gen. Henry
H. Shelton, chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff,
seeking support for a new round of closings.
“The authority to eliminate excess infrastructure
will be an important tool our forces will need to
become more efficient and serve as better custodians
of the taxpayers’ money,” Shelton wrote. “We
cannot afford the costs associated with carrying
this excess infrastructure.”
Opponents of more base closings included Senate
Minority Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss., who said it was the
wrong time for such upheavals “when our reserves are
being called up, our National Guard is being called up,
our communities are being told, ‘Support our military.”’
Sen. Jim Bunning, R-Ky., who offered the
amendment to cut a base-closings provision from the
measure, argued: “Now, more than ever, we should hold
off further downsizing... until we have analyzed how to
fight the first war of the 21st Century.”
The Bush administration’s February budget said
the nation had a 23% surplus of bases, and Defense
Secretary Donald H. Rumsfeld reiterated the need to
close them in letters to committee Chairman Carl
Levin, D-Mich., and Warner on Friday.
“In the wake of the terrible events of September
11, the imperative to convert excess capacity into
warfighting ability is enhanced, not diminished,”
Rumsfeld wrote. “We simply must have the freedom
to maximize the efficient use of our resources.”
Sen. John McCain, R-Ariz., a longtime base-closing
supporter, argued: “This vote is really all about whether
we’re going to do business as usual, and preserve our
bases in our states whether they’re necessary or not, or
whether we’re going to have... the most efficient military
machine to fight this long, protracted struggle.”
The Senate Armed Services Committee approved a
single round of base closings in 2003 by a bipartisan
vote of 17-8 on Sept. 7—four days before the attacks—
as part of the bill authorizing spending for military work
by the Defense and Energy departments.
The House Armed Services Committee tried to derail
base closures by omitting them from its version of the
bill, which the House was starting to debate Tuesday.
There have been four rounds of base-closings,
in 1988, 1991, 1993 and 1995. A total of 451
installations, including 97 major ones, were ordered
closed or realigned.
Lawmakers dislike base closures because the
upheavals can hurt communities. They also question
whether the nation has realized the massive savings
touted as a reason to shutter facilities.
[JR: With so many base closings and more are
sure to come, it looks as though our future
wars in the 21st Century will be fought with hitech weapons manned by mechanical armies or
robots or even clones. We’ll need warehouses
and not bases for that.]

RUSSIA LOOKING OUT FOR
‘NATIONAL INTERESTS’
By Toby Westerman, WorldNetDaily.com, 9/21/01
Moscow is demanding that Washington recognize Russia’s
“national interests” in Central Asia if the U.S. is to acquire
strategically valuable bases of operation against terrorists in
Afghanistan, according to official Russian sources.
“Before planning to use Central Asian territories to
carry out its retaliatory attack, Washington should consult
Moscow—for the region is a traditional area of Russian
influence,” Moscow said, describing the former Soviet
republics of Central Asia as “partners and allies”.
The remarks were carried by the Voice of
Russia World Service, the official broadcasting
service of the Russian government.
Central Asia, a vast land mass with both enormous
mineral wealth and a high level of severe poverty, was once
an important element of the former Soviet Union. They
obtained their independence when the USSR collapsed.
When the Soviet Union disintegrated, Western
interests, including U.S. oil and gas companies,
attempted to expand their influence in Central Asia
at the expense of their Russian competitors.
NATO also sought to establish its presence in
the Central Asian region and displace Russia as the
dominant military presence there.
The former Soviet republics are governed by rulers
with close ties to Moscow and who retain their power
by virtue of highly questionable elections.
Several of the former Central Asian Soviet republics
are troubled with rising militant Islamic revolutionary
movements, and two of the republics—Tajikistan and
Uzbekistan—find themselves on the front line in the U.S.’s
newly declared war against Osama bin Laden’s terrorists.
The United States has approached both Tajikistan
and Uzbekistan regarding the possibility of hosting
bases of operation against the terrorist bases in
Afghanistan. Both republics have regarded the offer
with varying degrees of uncertainty.
The Russian defense minister, Sergei Ivanov,
ruled out the possibility of a U.S.-led coalition using
Central Asian territory “even in theory”.
Ivanov’s position “appears to meet with
understanding on the part of Central Asian capitals”,
because, according to Moscow, these former Soviet
republics “are fully aware how vital the region is in
terms of Russia’s national interests”.
In the face of the new energetic American initiatives
against the Islamic extremists in Afghanistan, Russia
tasked its Security Council secretary, Vladimir Rushailo,
with working out “a common strategy for… acts of
retaliation against the Taliban and Osama bin Laden.”
In an apparent sudden change of policy,
Russian Foreign Minister Igor Ivanov assured U.S.
Secretary of State Colin Powell Wednesday that
Russia would not object to U.S. attempts to secure
cooperation from the Central Asian states.
The abrupt change in Moscow’s policy does not
alter a constant in Russian foreign policy—recognition of
Russian hegemony in former Soviet Central Asia.
Voice of Russia quotes the prominent scholar,
Anatol Lieven, a senior associate at the Carnegie
Endowment for International Peace, as stating that
“the price of genuinely close cooperation” between
Moscow and Washington is for the U.S. to recognize
the “prevalence of Russian interests” in Central Asia.
Recognition of Moscow’s continued domination of
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the territory of Central Asia—a decade after the collapse
of the Soviet Union—is the apparent price demanded for
assistance in the U.S. campaign against world terrorism.
[JR: It was a given that Putin would allow Tajikistan
and Uzbekistan to be used as bases of operation in
our war against the Taliban and bin Laden. The
U.S. and Russia had previously agreed in January to
a joint effort to attack the Taliban because of their
growing influence in that region. There are no
surprises in how well laid plans are made.]
BUSH EFFIGY BURNED IN INDONESIA RALLY
By Slobodan Lekic, Associated Press, 10/27/01
JAKARTA, INDONESIA—More than 1,000
protesters burned U.S. flags and an effigy of
President Bush outside the U.S. Embassy on
Thursday as some of its diplomats prepared to
leave the world’s most populous Muslim nation.
The exodus of many embassy staffers and their
families came after extremist Islamic groups
threatened to round up and attack Americans even
though Indonesia’s government supports
Washington’s war against terrorism.
After a week of protests across Indonesia,
Thursday’s rally was by far the largest, swelling to
about 1,000 protesters at one point.
Chanting “go to hell, America”, they set fire to U.S. and
Israeli flags and burned an effigy of Bush. Hundreds of heavily
armed riot police stood guard, but did not intervene.
U.S. Ambassador Robert Gelbard criticized
Indonesia’s police for not moving against activists
who have vowed to kill him and attack the
embassy if Washington launches strikes against
Afghanistan or other Islamic nations.
“They have not been prepared to act, to warn or to arrest
people who break the law when there are threats against the
lives of Americans,” the ambassador said Thursday.
Jakarta Police Chief Sofyan Yacob said his officers
had met several Islamic activists, but had not made
arrests, as none of them had broken the law.
Gelbard spoke to reporters after he and the
commander of the U.S. Pacific Fleet, Adm.
Thomas Fargo, held talks with Indonesian security
minister Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono.
Australian military commander Adm. Chris
Barrie was also in the capital for talks.
The U.S. Embassy did not say how many
diplomats were leaving.
“The Department of State has authorized the
voluntary departure of all U.S. government personnel in
non-emergency positions and family members in
Indonesia,” said an embassy statement.
On Wednesday, the department warned
Americans to stay away from Indonesia, saying the
terrorist attacks on the United States had
“significantly” raised safety concerns.
The department has said “extremist elements may be
planning to target U.S. interests in Indonesia.”
During the past week, there have been daily
demonstrations by small groups of Muslims in front
of the embassy as well as outside the U.S.
Consulate in the port city of Surabaya.
An organizer of Thursday’s demonstration in
Jakarta called on the government to abandon its
support of the U.S. anti-terror campaign.
“We call on the Indonesian government to severe all
ties—diplomatic, and economic—with the United States
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and its allies such as Britain and Australia. To close their
embassies, expel their diplomats and to take over their
companies and assets,” said Muhammad Ismail Yusanto.
Another 100 people demonstrated in the city of
Medan, on Sumatra Island, and burned U.S. flags.
Fringe Islamic groups have vowed to attack the
U.S. embassy and recruit volunteers to go to
Afghanistan to fight with the Taliban. A group calling
itself the Islamic Youth Movement threatened to kill
Ambassador Gelbard if U.S. forces take action.
About 85 percent of Indonesia’s 210 million
people are Muslims. But the country has a secular
government which adheres to a state philosophy
proclaiming the equality of all religions.
[JR: Well, Americans are once again targeted
along with Israel as being the instigators who use
their influence to turn world opinion against the
Muslim people. Americans must realize we are
considered to be an evil aggressor and a
dangerous enemy who targets countries that do
not share the American viewpoint.]
GREENSPAN, RUBIN AGREE
STIMULUS COULD REACH $100 BILLION
USA TODAY, 10/25/01
WASHINGTON (AP)—Federal Reserve Chairman
Alan Greenspan and former Treasury Secretary Robert
Rubin told tax-writing senators Tuesday that any plan
using tax cuts to stimulate the struggling economy
should be large enough to be effective, possibly as much
as $100 billion. Meeting privately with the Senate
Finance Committee, Greenspan and Rubin agreed that a
stimulus amounting to 1% of the nation’s gross domestic
product would be a proper benchmark, according to
senators and aides who attended the meeting.
There was also general agreement among the
Democrats and Republicans that any stimulus should be
temporary, perhaps limited to two or three years, to
guard against negative long-term effects such as federal
budget deficits and higher home mortgage rates.
“I think it has to be temporary but significant enough
to make a difference,” said Sen. Charles Grassley of
Iowa, ranking Republican on the Finance Committee.
No decisions were made about which specific tax
breaks to pursue or even whether to proceed with a
stimulus plan at all. But the $100 billion figure is much
higher than lawmakers had been suggesting last week,
when Greenspan first urged Congress not to rush out a
proposal in the aftermath of the terrorist attacks that
might have uncertain consequences.
Sen. Max Baucus, chairman of the Finance
Committee, said the $100 billion would be in addition to
spending or tax actions that Congress has already taken,
including a $15 billion aid plan for the nation’s airlines,
$40 billion in emergency spending related to the attacks
and $40 billion in tax rebate checks from the 10-year,
$1.35 trillion tax cut enacted this year.
“There’s a lot of economic stimulus already in
the pipeline,” said Baucus, D-Mont.
Baucus and Grassley said Greenspan also
repeated that lawmakers should wait for more
economic data before deciding on whether a tax
cut is needed to either boost consumer confidence
or spur investment and business activity. Both
senators agreed with the go-slow approach.
“These are different times,” Baucus said. “We
have to think a little more deeply here.”

IMF WARNS ATTACKS COULD TRIGGER
GLOBAL RECESSION
USA TODAY, 9/26/01
WASHINGTON (AP)—The International Monetary
Fund warned Wednesday that severe fallout from the
terrorist attacks in the United States could trigger a growth
recession worldwide. But the 183-nation lending agency
insisted that this outcome could still be avoided by
aggressive government policy actions to stimulate growth.
IMF chief economist Kenneth Rogoff called a
recession in the United States a “done deal”. However,
later in his briefing he sought to soften that comment by
saying it was still too early to tell whether the Sept. 11
terrorist attacks would push the already weak U.S.
economy into a full-blown recession.
Rogoff said the real question is whether the
United States had entered a sustained recession or
would bounce back quickly.
Rogoff said there was “every reason” to believe the
U.S. Economy would enjoy a quick rebound next year,
noting that the Federal Reserve has been cutting interest
rates aggressively all year and Congress has approved
billions of dollars in increased funding for reconstruction
and to help cushion the economic fallout at U.S. airlines.
The global economy was already flirting with
recession because of a longer-than-expected
slowdown in the United States and spreading
weakness around the world, the IMF said in its
latest “World Economic Outlook” forecast.
Even before the Sept. 11 attacks, the IMF had
slashed its global growth forecast to just 2.6% for this
year. That would be the poorest showing since 1993
and down 0.6 percentage points from a May forecast of
3.2% growth for 2001.
In the view of economists, global growth below
2.5% constitutes a growth recession because economic
activity at that pace is not strong enough to keep
unemployment from rising substantially in parts of the
world with high population growth.
The IMF said even its reduced figure of 2.6% may not
be realized depending on the severity of the fallout from the
terrorist attack which Rogoff said was having “a negative
effect on activity now in many regions of the globe”.
Rogoff, however, said that there are reasons to be
optimistic that a global recession can be avoided. He
cited the sizable government stimulus that has been
injected through interest rate cuts in the United States and
many other countries and large increases in U.S. spending
for reconstruction and increased security.
For that reason, Rogoff said, the IMF would not be
changing its reduced 2.6% growth forecast for this year
or its projection of 3.5% growth for 2002.
However, he conceded that actual growth in
2002 is likely to be rather lower than 3.5%.
The IMF compared the attacks to the costliest natural
disaster in modern history, the 1995 earthquake in Kobe,
Japan. That quake caused more than 6,400 deaths,
35,000 injuries and property damage of $120 billion, or
about 2.5% of Japan’s gross domestic product.
The direct impact of the Kobe quake on the Japanese
economy was larger than that of the attacks on the
American economy, the IMF said. However, the total
effect of the terrorist attacks on the U.S. economy could
be more far-reaching, particularly if shaken consumer
confidence does not rebound, it said.
“Since the terrorist attack was a deliberate action with
long-term security implications, the effects on consumer
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psychology may well not be comparable,” the IMF said.
The IMF’s latest “World Economic Outlook”
described unusually large uncertainties and risks facing
industrialized countries and the developing world.
“There is now no major region providing support to
global activity,” the IMF said. “This has increased the
vulnerability of the global economy to shocks and
heightened the risk of a self-reinforcing downturn whose
consequences could prove difficult to predict.”
For the United States, the IMF projected the GDP
would grow a weak 1.3% this year, 0.2 percentage
points lower than its May forecast. For 2002, the IMF
forecast U.S. growth would rebound slightly to 2.2%.
The U.S. Economy grew 4.1% in 2000.
The IMF’s outlook for Japan, the world’s secondlargest economy, was even gloomier. Japan is probably
already in its fourth recession of the decade, the IMF
said in projecting Japan’s GDP would shrink 0.5% this
year and manage only a tiny 0.2% gain in 2002.
For Germany, the largest economy in Europe,
the IMF put growth this year at 0.8%, 1.1
percentage points below its May projection. It
forecast Germany would grow 1.8% next year.
The 12 European nations that have adopted the
euro as a joint currency will see growth of 1.8%
this year and 2.2% in 2002, the IMF estimated.
In one of its few upward revisions, the IMF
said it expected China’s economy would grow
7.5% this year, up 0.5 percentage points from the
May forecast, and by 7.1% in 2002.
Growth in developing countries was expected to be
4.3% this year and 5.3% in 2002. Last year, the
developing world managed growth of 5.8%.
[MM: Yes, indeed, it’s time to celebrate another
of God’s miracules—the RAYS are definitely back!]
********
ALLIANCE WITH AMERICA IS A GREAT CRIME
FORBIDDEN BY ISLAM
autopost@mail.nahdah.org, 9/24/01
Bismillah ar-Rahmanir ar-Raheem
From The Media [Saudi Arabia] Office Of Hizb-ut-Tahrir
(TMQ: Translation of the Meaning of Quran)
“This is a Message for mankind, in order that they
may take heed” [TMQ 14:52]
Alliance with America is a great crime
forbidden by Islam
In the Gulf War against Iraq in 1991 America set up
an alliance to enter that war. After this she established
what’s known as the ‘New World Order’ as an attempt to
impose her dominance over the world. Now America is
striving to set up a new international alliance claiming that
it is for the fight against terrorism. In reality she aims to
develop the ‘New World Order’ so as to strengthen her
hold over the world, especially the Islamic world, which
includes the states not under her control in Central Asia and
the states which form a threat to her influence like China.
We, at this point, are not concerned about looking
into who undertook the attack in New York and
Washington on 9/11/2001. However we assert that
America has directed an allegation against bin Laden
without providing any evidence. Not one American
official dared to say that he had a single evidence or
proof against Bin Laden. All they have claimed is that
he is a prime suspect. He has issued a statement
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categorically denying that he had anything to do with the
attack. Likewise, the Taliban government has
unequivocally denied that it has anything to do with it. It
has demanded evidence for this accusation in order to try
him, should it be proven, but America is unable to
present any evidence. Furthermore, those who are well
informed of the matters, know that the American secret
service has infiltrated the Taliban through Pakistan and
consequently it has infiltrated the al- Qa’idah organisation
led by Bin Laden. If Bin Laden was responsible for this
attack America would have known about it, especially as
such an attack requires a great number of people to
execute it and long period of time to prepare for it.
We are used to Americas’ lies and willful deception in
such situations. In the attack on the FBI building in
Oklahoma in 1995 the blame was immediately pointed at the
Arabs and Muslims, then a short while afterwards it
appeared that the perpetrator was an American. When she
destroyed a pharmaceutical factory in Sudan she claimed
that it was a weapons factory whilst she knew with
certainty that it was a medicine factory. This is because
she knows about every issue in Sudan whether it is big or
small. She attacked the factory in order to absorb the
anger against her at home. After pacifying her own people
she apologised to Sudan for the air strike. She did
something similar when her planes bombed Libya. Now,
one expects that America had known who was behind this
attack, but deliberately ignores them and directs the blame
in a different direction to realise a number of targets: to
appease the public opinion of her people and absorb the
anger after the strong shock they felt; to extend her influence
in the world, especially in Central Asia; to plunder funds from
the states in the world not least from the oil producing states
so as to gain twice as much as she lost during the destruction
that took place; and to create Islam as an opponent to the
Western civilisation so that the followers of this (Islamic)
civilisation stay in a constant state of fear.
On Friday 9/14/2001 the assistant to the American
Secretary of State William Burns summoned the Arab
ambassadors and explained the terms of the alliance which
his government was forming. They are the following: First,
to declare support for the American initiative in a forceful
and public manner. Second, to undertake executive steps
on the ground such as stopping individuals, closing offices
and pursuing the sources of funding. Third, to work with
the United States in the field of exchanging intelligence and
being prepared to join the operations of the American
military response and providing assistance when the
American response is decided. The American foreign
department distributed a document to a number of Arab
and European states, Latin America and states in Asia
regarding the general principles Washington will follow in
its so-called war against terrorism. It reported that
dealing with the Europeans will be classified under ‘cooperation’. As for what relates to the Arab group and
some Asian states, including Pakistan, that will be
classified under ‘demands’ or orders’. America will not
negotiate with these states, rather she will say
categorically, “Are you with America or with terrorism?”
O Muslims! The Shari’ah obliges you to reject this
American demand, which looks down upon you with
disdain and contempt. America has no high values so
as to lecture you on who you should support and who
you should fight. You are the people who have a divine
Message. You are the ones who carry the Guidance and
Light to mankind. Allah (subhana wa ta ala) has
described you with His words (to the nearest meaning):
“You are the best of peoples ever raised up for
mankind; you enjoin the Good (ma’roof) and forbid the

Evil (munkar), and you believe in Allah...” [TMQ 3:110]
The rules of this Message forbids any aggression
against civilian non-combatants. They forbid killing of
children, the elderly and non-combatant women even in the
battlefield. They forbid the hijacking of civilian aeroplanes
carrying innocent civilians and forbid the destruction of
homes and offices which contain innocent civilians. All of
these actions are types of aggression which Islam forbids
and Muslims should not undertake such actions. As for
Jihad to fight the enemy who commits aggression against
Muslims, usurps their land, plunders their resources and
attempts to control them; not only is this a legitimate matter
but it is an obligation (fard). It is the highest peak of Islam.
Allah (subhana wa ta ala) said (to the nearest meaning):
“And make ready against them all you can of
power, including steeds of war to put fear into the
hearts of the enemy of Allah and your enemy.” [TMQ
8:60]. The Messenger of Allah (sallallahu Alaihi Was
sallam) said (to the nearest meaning):
“The head of the matter is Islam, its pillar is the
prayer and its highest peak is Jihad.”
O Muslims! Shar’a does not permit you to give
America anything that she tries to impose upon you, It
is not allowed for you to submit to America’s orders or
give any form of assistance to her whether it is security
information or facilitates for passage through land, air or
regional waters. It is not allowed to give America fixed
bases. It is not allowed to co-ordinate or cooperate with
her in any military issue. It is not allowed to enter her
alliance or seek her friendship because America is an
enemy to Islam and the Muslims. He (subhana wa ta
ala) said (to the nearest meaning):
“O you who believe! Take not My enemies and
your enemies as friends, showing affection towards
them, while they have disbelieved in what has come
to you of the truth.” [TMQ 60:1].
Allah (subhana wa ta ala) has alerted us to what they
conceal (in their hearts) for Islam and the Muslims. He
(subhana wa ta ala) said (to the nearest meaning):
“Hatred has already appeared from their mouths, but
what their breasts conceal is far worse.... Lo! You are
the ones who love them but they love you not, and you
believe in all the scriptures.” [TMQ 3:118].
We have noticed the hatred in the actions of the
officials, even in the actions of ordinary people after
being incited by the malicious Jews who made them
think that Muslims are terrorists. Thus, they began to
attack mosques and Muslim women in the streets. As for
the president of America, Bush, he has described the war
he will launch as a revenge for the attack of 11
September on New York and Washington as: “A
crusade”. He said this on 9/16/2001. How can America
demand that the Muslims join their ranks while their
president announces without shame that he will wage a
crusade on all Muslims who do not bow before
America, and not only on bin Laden and Afghanistan.
This is humiliation, servitude and absolute control of
the future of the peoples. Indeed, this haughtiness and
arrogance is what gave rise to the hatred for America
in the hearts of people and made them sacrifice their
lives in order to harm America and seek revenge on
her. America is reaping what she has sown.
O Muslims! You are one Ummah. He (subhana wa
ta ala) said (to the nearest meaning):
“The believers are nothing else than brothers”
[TMQ 49:10]. The Messenger of Allah (sallallahu
Alaihi Was sallam) said (to the nearest meaning):
“The Muslim is the brother of another Muslim, he does
not do injustice to him nor desert him.” And he (sallallahu
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Alaihi Was sallam) said (to the nearest meaning):
“The Muslim is the brother of another Muslim, he
does not oppress him, forsake him nor hate him.” He
(subhana wa ta ala) said (to the nearest meaning):
“The believers to one another are like one solid
structure where one part strengthens another.” And he
(sallallahu Alaihi Was sallam) said (to the nearest meaning):
“The similitude of the believers in their mutual love,
compassion and sympathy is like that of a body: when
one part hurts then the rest of the body calls out in
sleeplessness and fever.” And he (sallallahu Alaihi Was
sallam) said (to the nearest meaning):
“The blood of the Muslims is one. The nearest
as well as the furthest of them gives pledge of
protection (to anyone) in their name. And they are
one hand against the rest.”
The Messenger of Allah (sallallahu Alaihi Was sallam)
wrote the constitution of Madinah shortly after the Hijrah
which describes the state of the Muslims:
“They are one Ummah to the exclusion of other
people...the believers are helpers to each other to the
exclusion of other people...the peace of the believers is
one, a believer does not make peace excluding another
believer in (the process of) fighting in the path of Allah.”
There we see America mobilising her garbage,
setting up her alliance, making her preparations, and
issuing her ultimatum to Afghanistan wishing unjustly
and aggressively to humiliate her. She threatens all the
Muslim lands and warns that her war will continue
for many years. Your rulers, O Muslims, are agents
and cowards who have neglected their Deen, lost their
dignity and began to behave like slaves before the
haughty America. There is no hope left in them. So
will you allow these rulers to enter the American
alliance and take you with them, to kill your Muslim
brothers? Will you leave your rulers to permit America
to use your airports, seaports, land and airspace so as
to take off for the occupation of a Muslim land? Do
you allow them to turn your army into slaves used by
America to kill your believing brothers? By Allah, the
action of those rulers is indeed an abominable crime
which is one of the biggest crimes. It is by Allah a
great shame and great sin upon you if you allow them
to execute for America whatever she wishes. The
immediate and rapid action, which you are obliged to
do, is to prevent the rulers from opening the doors to
America and forcing them to expel America from the
Muslim lands. As for the radical work which will
solve the problems of the Islamic Ummah, it is the
establishment of the righteous Khilafah which will
unite the Islamic lands and peoples in one state and
convey the Message of Islam to the rest of the world.
He (subhana wa ta ala) said (to the nearest meaning):
“And hold fast, all of you together, to the rope of
Allah, and do not be divided.” [TMQ 3:103].
So if you, O Muslims, were one Ummah under
the banner of one Khaleefah, holding onto the Book of
Allah and Sunnah of His Messenger (sallallahu Alaihi
Was sallam), would then America or any other kufr
states have ambitions over you? Would they have the
courage to do anything against you or enslave your
rulers without taking any account of you? By Allah,
no! So rise up towards the radical work which will
save your Ummah and the whole world. He (subhana
wa ta ala) said (to the nearest meaning):
“Allah is with you, and will never decrease the
reward of your good deeds.” [TMQ 47:35].
Hizb ut-Tahrir
1 Rajab al-Haraam 1422 9/18/2001
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